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I want to start with a general review of the whole geomagnetic field and mention 
problems some of which I think have been pretty well solved. in the sense of being 
pretty well understood, and some of which are very definitely not understood, even 
though there are some people that th ink they are understood. If there is more than one 
person who feels that a problem is understood and these persons do not agree with 
each other, [usually assume that the problem is not understood. I have t.o admit that I 
fall into this category myself at times, where 1 think something is understood and 
someone else does not. (See PARKER and FERRARO (I 968) for a general review of the 
magnetosphere.) 

The earth and certain aspects of the geophysical environment are represented in 
F igure I. The earth's radius is designated algebraically by Re(:::::: 6400 km) and is a 
handy unit when talking about the geomagnetic field. The solid earth is a conducting 
body and this means that the magnetic lines of force are frozen in , as will be discussed 
further below. The central half of t he earth, i.e., tot RE, is a liquid core with perhaps 
another solid core at the center. The liquid core consists a pparently of molten iron and 
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Fig. I. Schematic representation of the geomagnetic field in merid ian profile. RE is the radius of the 
earth. The core of the earth is shown shaded. Typical field lines emanate from the surface of the 
earth and a(e contained within the magnetopause. Beyond the bow shock is the undisturbed solar 

wind, and the magnetosheath is the domain between the bow shock and the n1agnetopause. 

nickel and is in a. convective state. The dipole :field of the earth is usually attributed to 
the motions in the core. At the s Ltrface of the earth tl1e magnetic lines of force come in 
at the North and go out at the South with roughly the shape indicated in Figure I. The 
geomagnetic field is very approximately a dipole fie ld near the surface of the earth and 
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is certainly generat·ed inside the earth. apparently from liqujd motions in the core. 
These motions are of the order of a few millimeters per second. and their effects can be 
seen al the surface of the earth in the general. slow churning of irregulariti~s in the 
magnetic Jield. In fact thi is one ~ay of inferring tl1at the core is liquid; che other way 
is that the core fails to transmit shear waves during seismic activity. 

There are several schemes that have been described which migh t possibly account 
for the generation of the dipole field by liquid motions in the core. I pointed out in 
1955 that the cyclonic motions. the rising and falling of columns of maccrials with the 
usual cyclonic motion as occurs in the atmosphere, will produce a dipole field. A 
Little later Backus produced a somewhat more idealized model that could be treated 
rigorously mathematically and was able to push it through more completely. Then 
Rosenfeld introduced what is call.ed a steady-stale dynamo (which does not involve 
Lransient cyclonic motions) and showed that there is a configuration of conducting 
spheres which gives a dynamo that generates predominately a dipole fie ld. There are 
ab.o higher modes generated buL they are lost in the distance between the core and 
the surface. Work on the theory of the origin of the dipole field of the eorth has not 
been a very active one because, discou ragingly, there is very little that one can do to 
prove onything. The mathematical calculations are too complex to push through 
adequately co ascertain whether there is a theory. Even the Mohole was not going 
deep enough to do any experiments on the subject. The field has been relatively 
inactive for quite a number of years now, with only a few new ideas kicking around, 
and wi ll not be dealt with here. 

The dipole field of the earth is not entirely static. The dipole axis is approx imately 
11 Q from the geographic axis and fluctuates in time. rn fact, the polarity of 1he 
geomagnetic field reverses apparently almost catastrophically every million or so 
years. II is laughoblc that people should suggest that field reversal has the slighLesL 
effect upon evolution. but it does make good newspaper copy. T he relaxation time of 
the field is of the order of 50000 years. Thal is to say, if the dynamo action down in 
the core \\.Cre shut off. the field would decay with a characteristic Lime of 1he general 
order of 500{J0 years, depending on the conductivity assigned to the interior of the 
earth . Letting q denote Lhc conductivity of the core in esu, the relaxation time is 

(I) 

where Lis the spatial scale of the sources of the fie ld and c is the speed of light. As a 
general rule of thumb, for any deformations of the field that take place over a few years 
the lines of force may be considered to be locked in to the surface of tbc earth. This is 
the usual case - the lines of force are .frozen in - for small periods (lf time. Sometimes 
in an ideali1cd calculation one dispenses with the solid earth completely alld replaces it 
with a simple point dipole. This is perfectly legitimate so long as the effect interested in 
does not fo llow directly from thefi·ozen in character of the lines of force at the surface 
or the eanh. 

To complete this introduction some brief comments will be made about the 
following: 
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(i) the atmosphere, 
(ii) the ionosphere. 

(iii) the magnetosphere and magnctopause, 
(iv) the magnetosheath, 
(v) the bow shock, and 
(vi) the solar wind. 

5 

Surrounding the conducting. solid earth is the non-conducting atmosphere. and this 
is a very important layer from the point of view of geomagnetic activity. Of course Lhe 
atmosphere is important to us because we breathe it, but it is importarlt to geomagnetic 
accivi.cy because its conductivity is essentially zero. This permits convection of the 
geomagnetic field. on which more wil l be said later. The atmosphere is very tlen c 
compared to the next layer above it. the ionosphere. The atmosphere is roughly 
60-80 km thick, depending on its precise definition, and the ionosphere extends 
upwards to about I 000 km. 

The principal chara<.:teristtc or the ionosphere is its large conductivity. It is a gas 
sufficiently dense t.o be collision dominated and this allows elect1ic currents to flow 
a long lines of forue and across lines of fore<:. 

Outside the ionosphere Lherc is what is sometimes called the magnetosphere. le is the 
region between the ionosphere and the magnetopause. The magnetopause is very 
crudely represented in Figure I. The outer boundary of the magnetosphere is the 
magnetopause. I use these terml.> even though I do not understand them: The mag
netosphere is not a sphere and the magnetopause does not have feel. The mag
netosphere contains the magnclic dipole field of the earth bul the total fie ld is com
pressed into a form that departs rather marketlly from a dipole field far out. The dipole 
symmetry is completely distorted at large radial distances. The magnetosphere i 
filled with both a neutral gas. mainly hydrogen. and an ionized gas. The collision rate 
is very low so that for most but not all purposes the region is collisionless. Each 
particle. even a thermal particle. moves essentially independently of its neighbors. In 
fact. this is the way that I am defining the boundary between the ionosphere and the 
magnetosphere: namely. al a high enough altitude that the collision rate between 
atoms, ions. and electrons is relatively low. Strangely enough, the density of the 
neutral hydrogen and the ioniLcd gas is roughly comparable. I do noc think there is 
any fundamental reason why this is so. IL is more or less just a coincidence; given the 
temperature of the sun, and other things, it just happens co come ouc Lhat way. 

Because the ion ized gas is collisionless it has a high electrical conductivi ty along the 
magnetic field and a low elcclrical conductivity across the tield. Electric currents tend 
to fl.ow principally along the fie ld, but we must be carefuJ. As will be elaborated upon 
later, a small transverse conductivity does not mean tha t currents cannot flow across 
the field. IL merely mea ns that you cannot make them Jlow across the fie ld by in
troducing an electric field across the magnetic field. But there are other ways to make 
currents llow besides introducing electric fields . 

The magnetopause is the boundary between the magnetosphere and the wind. A 

rough characteristic thicknes~ is 100 km; this is extremely small and in many cases it is 
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sufficient lO treat the magnetopausc a~ infinitely sharp. There are some exceptions to 
this whic.h I shall come back to later. 

T he magnetasheath is gas in the solar wind which is in a turbulent or disordered 
state as a consequence of having pa sed rhrough a shock transition. T here is some 
speculation as to the degree and the nature o f the disorder which stems from both a 

lack of observation and an inability Lo write down a co mplete !>hock theory. 
The magnelosheat11 exlc:nds to rhc bow shock. This is a collision less shock, i.e., the 

particles do not collide significantly because their mean free path is long. The shock is 
not produced, therefore. by ordinary collisions in the classicaJ, labo ratory way - but 
is produced by electrostatic and magnetic forces. There are severa l ideas as to how the 
collision less shock works. and my own view is that. in 1 his one case at Jeast. the col
lisionlcss shock seems to be sufficiently complicated that probably more thun one M 
these ideas actually contribur.es to the real thing. rf you vary the parameters for the 
shod. you fi nd a great variety of the effects corning in. 

Upstream from the bow shock is lhe undil>turbed wind. the solar wind, which is 
completely ionized and mainly hydrogen. There is a lways helium present, probably 10 
or 15" 0 , but this adds nothing essential and complica tes the arithmetic. T he wind is 
mainly ionized hydrogen. bu t someCimes the helium in Jt makes a d ifference. Typical 
quiet-day velocities are observed to be (350± 100) km fsec. A typical quiet-day 
density is 5/crn3 at the orbit of the earth. but this value can al.so be anywhere from 
I to 10 per cubic centimeter. The sol<1r wind has a magnetic field in it which Ctrnsists of 
lines of force pulled out from the sun . The mean value of the licld magnitude is about 
7y( IO 5 gauss= l /')and the average direction i~about45" with the radial direction. The 
temperature of this gas as it streams pa~t rhe earth is typica lly 5 x IO~ K. but depending 
upon cond itions il can vary a nywhere from I 04 to 106 °K . The tempera cure lends to be 
highest when the sun is act ive and lowest when tbc sun is relatively quiet. During 
a<.:live time . the wind velocily. the densicy. and the degree of turbulence in the wind 
tend to increase. But most of the complete observation are from sunspot minimum 
and not enough is known yet to say w hat conditions prevail when there is a rea lly big 
blast on the sun. as occasionally occurs during sunspot maximum. Judging from the 
degree co which the wind compresses the .field of t he earth, the evidence is that when 
1 here is a large blast from the sun the velocity goes as l11gh as lOOO 2000 km/sec and a 
little later tbe density perhaps as high as 50/cm·\; chis is o nly a very rough estimate. 
There are some pseudo-observationa l estimates which purport 10 give much higl1er 
densities - numbers like ( 1- 3) x 10 5 /cmJ - but I think there is no justification for them. 
One simply docs not find so much pressure being exerted on the geomagnetic field. It is 
a very interesting and very importan t question. and we all can look forward in the 
next 5 or 10 years to seei ng some really reliable numbers. There was some evidence 
from Pioneer 5 that at the time of a big blast the geomagnetic field may be com
pressed by as much as (30-40)}•. This is a perfectly believable number, b-ui or course 
one would like to check this with more informalion " hen t he sun becomes more 
active a.gain. 

M uch of the subject of solar-terresLrial relations. and certainly the whole subject of 
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geomagnetic activity. deals solely with the interacrion of the interplanetary gas, 
namely, the solar wind, blowing against the geomagnetic field , and I think one should 
understand that thjs is a problem much like che weather. It is extremely complicated 
and you have Lo ask yourself how far you really want to go into this subject because 
there is endless detail. At present. one is more or less scout ing around trying to 
understand just the more basic and obvious effects ; and the obvious is not a lways the 
basic. Tbe aurora which is particularly obvious and spectacular is certainly not one of 
the basic effects. Jndeed, it is not an easy effect co understand, and I thin k only in the 
last few years have there begun to be ideas which make sense so fa r as the aurora is 
concerned. A great variety of geomagnetic activity goes on. In the simplest case, the 
solar wind would be perfectly steady. and a steady wind blowing over a steady field 
would produce no time variations. lt turns out that th.e wind vaiics over days and it 
has turbulence in it which varies over seconds. It aJso turns oul that in the field there 
arc some strange things going on, not entire!)• understood, which cause Ructuations 
and agitations. From these we derive a lot of effects. Externally there is cosmic-ray 
modulation, a subject not to be discussed here. There is also the aurora and an 
enormous range of magneric activity. T he latter includes micropulsations. short
periotl fluctuations. and very Jarge th ing as tbe world-wide magnetic storm. And 
then there are the Van Allen radiation bells which have at least two different source~. 
The low-energy particles seem to come mainly from the same source as the electrons. 
Not all of the tr apped particles are frustrated auroral parcicles, but ccrtainJy the 
lower-energy particles seem to be. Ln add ition, there is a great host of ionospheric 
effects, many of which will be discussed elsewhere in this monograph. We are in the 
process of trying to understand, al least in a crude way, where each of these effects 
comes from. And one has to continually ask how far to push a question. My own 
taste is to push it to where the gross, and hopefully the novel, features are understood, 
and then if o ne wants to go farther, presumably he has some speci fic reason. 

1. The Equations for Plasmas and Fields 

A. T HE HYORODY~11C EQUATIONS 

T he fu ndamental equations for plasmas and fields provide the basis from which the 
physics of the magnetosphere may be unucrstood. This is a subject that has been 
horribly mutilated in the past and i even m uLilated to this day. The problem is bow to 
treat the dynamical behavior of gases and fields. It is :i dynamica l problem since fast 
parlicles, wiggling fields, etc., arc involved. How docs one describe the motions of the 
gas? lf the ga1> is collision dom inated. and it is in the atmosphere and inr:beionosphere, 
then its motion can be dei.cribed by the hydrodynamic equation 

dv I 
p dt = - V p + 

4
ir (\7 x B) x B , (2) 

where p is the mass density and v the velocity of the gas, p is the pressure, and the last 
term is the force exerted on tbe material due lo the magnetic field B. II' the gas is 
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conducting (which excludes the atmosphere) then the magnetic Held is frozen into the 

gas and is carried along a t the velocity v: 

oB 
_ = \7 x (v x B). (3) 
Cl 

The term 111ag11a1ic lines offorce shouJd be made clear at chis point. T here is a 

superst it ion in some fields of physics, 1 think not in space science. but in other fields of 
physics, that the magnetic lines of force are onJy abstractions, and of course this is 

correct. But the supersti tion goes on to suggest that therefore we should not talk about 

l ines of force. I think the best reply to this is that wave functions are also an abstrac
tion and therefore I choose lo ignore the speaker who is himself only a wave function . 
To be very clear that we understand what we are talking a bout now, the magnetic lines 

of force are the solutions of the equations 

dx dy dz 
-=-= (4) 
Bx By B, 

TJ1c fields may be functions of lime, and generalJy they are. The solutions of (4) 
comprise a cwo parameter family that fills space, and at any instant of time it is 

perfectly obvious what is meant by a line of force . At each poinLP in space there is one 

a nd only one solution to (4), and this is the line of force through point P. This line of 
force goes wherever taken by Equation (4). Now t he question is: what happens if the 

field is t ime varying a nd we wish to identify a line of force a little la ter in t ime? 
formally there is no res triction on how to define th is. It is simply natural to say that at 

some initial time two points P and P' connected by a solution of Equation (4) lie on the 
same line of force. Equation (3) points out that if points P and P ' arc moved wi1h the 

material then at all ubsequent times the two points remain on a solut ion of Equa
t ion (4). and for convenience this line o f force is identilled with the original one. In 

this way, the solut ions of (4) are thought of as moving with the flui d. T his i a perfect ly 

arbitrary definition, but it is extremely convenient. 

B. Tl lll COLLISlONLESS PLASMA 

If the gas is collision dominated lhen Equations (2) and (3) apply without hesitation. 

Jn the magnetosphere. however. the gas is not collision dominated and in fact is essen
tially collision less. Very fortunately , for most purposes, where only the gross motion of 

the coJlisionJess m aterial is of interest, there are no s ignificant modifLcations of the 
hydrodynamic equations. Jt is true that some effects will be missed but almost always 

the right answer is obtained by just writing down tbe simple hydrodynamic eqLtat ions 
and not worrying about it. The justification to the statement that collision less gases 

ordinarily obey tbe hydrodynamic equations presented here will be deli berately 
heuris tic. To begin, the possibility must be admitted for a collisionless gas that the 

pressure tensor is not isotropic and the hydrodynamic Equation (5) becomes, in 

component 11otation, 

(5) 
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where summation (}=I, 2, 3) is implied over the repeated index. O f course the ex

istence of pressure does not in any way depend upon collisions since it is merely 
defined from the mean square particle velocity and the number density. For example, 

in the absence of collisions. 
Pxx =NM (v;). 

where the angular brackets imply an ensemble a verage over the available particles. 
The q uantity MiJ in (5) is the Max.well stre s tensor due to the magnet ic field. It provides 

an isotropic pressure of 82/8rr and an additional tension 8 2/4rc in the direction of the 

field. T his is equivalent to saying there is a pressure of B2/8n in the two dircccions 
perpendicular to the lines of force and a net tension of 8 2 /8n along the lines of force. 
Explicitly, 

(6) 

the first term giving the isotropic pressure and the second the tension along the fieJd 

line. Gravitational terms may also be included in (5). 
The equation of mo tion will now be constructed for a coJJisionless gas. In a 

collisionless gas where the magnetic field is steady or slowly varying, the electric fteld 
if non-zero is very weak along Lhe lines of force: 

E·B=O . (7) 

In general tbe potential differences a long the lines of force will not exceed the thermal 
energy of the lowest-energy plasma present, which is never more than a coupJe of volts. 

If there is an e lectric field present, all the particles drift with the elect ric dri~ velocity " ; 

E x B 
v = c--2- . 

B 

From (7) and (8), the electric field is 

E =-(v/c)x B 

(8) 

(9) 

and this is simply another way of saying that the electric field in the frame of reference 
moving with the particles is zero, neglecting relativistic terms. The particles always set 

themselves in motion such that this is the case, no matter what external li.eld is 
artifically applied. The point is th:'lt in a collisionless plasma electric fields and plasma 
velocities a re one and the same; they are exact ly equivalent. l f a motion is made by 

pushing on the gas, then there is aulornatically an electric field. lf an electric fie ld is 
artifically int roduced, as can be done in a laboratory, then motion in the gas results in 

such a way thal there is no electric field in the particle frame of reference. This shows 

at once the futility in attempting to appeal to electric fields to accelera te particles 
unless extremely special cond itions prevail. Switching on an electric field o nly sets 

the particles into a relatively slow motion so that they do not see any electric field . 
There is the old statement that nature abhors a vacuum. and one might also say that 
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collisionlcss plasma' abhor electric fields. T hey always move in such a way that they 
are able to avo id them. 

U:.ing the Max\\ell equation 

cB 
- = - cV x E . 
VI 

( 10) 

with E gh·en by (9). it follows tha t Equation (3) i reproduced. and th is says that the 
magnetic lines of force move with the ,·elocity v. Actually the velocity ,, is che principal 
motion of the gas, but gradient dri fts have been left out. This 1 satisfactory providing 

(R/L) <{ I , ( II ) 

where R is the radi us of gyration or cyclotron radius of the particle and Li!> the scale 
of the magnetic field . There a re some additional motions to the ga~ besides tha t of the 
electric drift, but these are very small if (11) is satisfied and to a first approximation 
can be ignored. 

With this discussion. the equations obtai11cd arc similar in rorm with the original 
hydrodynamic equations, wit h only mall differences because of the tensor forces. In 
a kinetic-theory a pproach we would write down either a Bolt1mann or a Vlasov 
equation. and (5) \\ould be equivalent to the first velocity moment of 1t. The second 
velocity moment would determine f'li· etc. But as is well known, this is not a pnnicularly 
fruit ful approach. faery case becomes a special one and il is dillkull lo proceed. 

The next ta J.. wil l be to wri te (5) 111 a more useful form employing mostly heuristic 
argument . In a magnetic field the principal function of a part icle ts to circle about the 
field, al though there may also be a \elociry com ponenr along the field. Thc~e two 
components of the thermal velocity wiU be denoted 11·1 and 11 and provide deJini tion~ 
for the pressure perpendicular and paraUel to the lines of force: 

P~ = tN.M1~i 
P 1 =AMw~. 

( 12) 

(13) 

Of course w11 and w 1 ntled not be equal. Tb.e factor oft occurs in (12) because 11'i is the 
meun squared veloci ty over two dimensions perpendicular to lhc fie lu, whereas 11·~ is 
the mean squared vell>city in only one dimension. One might be tempted to break the 
equations of motion (5) into perpendicu lar and parallel components by writing 

P d:t =-Yi (Pi + :~) + [4

1
n(B·V) B Jt ( 14) 

dv 
fl dt = - V11 P1 · ( 15) 

No magnetic term appears in (l 5) because (curl B) x B has no com ponent para llel 10 

the magnetic field. As they stand. Equations (14) and (15) arc incomplete. Additional 
effects enter from the anisotropy of the pressure and the non-uniformity of the 
magnetic field . But the extra lerms are relatively simple and can be calculated as follow . 
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Consider the easiest case first, for motions with perpendicular accelerations. If the 
pressure is isotropic, there is no problem and Equation (14) is complete. But if the 
pressure i aniso1ropic and in panicular if p >Pi· so that the particles are mainly 
\\ hiuing back and forth along the line~ of force. then 1here is a centrifugal force given 
by NM11·fi K = p K. K is the curvature of the line of force and is determined by the rate 
of change of the perpendicula r component of the fie ld in the direction of the field: 

I 
/\ = Bi ((B·V) B) ..1.· 

The net centrifugal force tend ing to accelerate the now across the Ii nes of force depend~ 
upon the anisotropic part of the pres~ure. i.e., upon the difference of (p11 - p J ) from 
unity, and (1 4) becomes 

dr• ( 8
2

) I ( p - p ) 
p di' ,_ - V , P.i. + 81!' + 4n [(B·V)BJ..1. J - ~2/4/ . ( 16) 

The correction term in ( 16) is due to the centrifugal force. If the a nisotropy is so large 
that 

is sali fled, then the sign of the last term in (16) changes so that what was a ten ion 
becomes a compression. The field hoes react like ~et spaghetti under compres ion and 
budle; the dom111ant centrifugal force hauls off the field. 

In order to obtam the modifications in ( 15), a brief preliminary discus~ion 1~ 

necessary. Consider a non-uniform magnetic field. either stat ic or varying extremely 
slowly 111 t ime. The magnetic moment invariant of the individual particles mO\ ing in 
this field may be expressed as 

~in 2 0 

D 
~constant. ( 17) 

where 0 is the pitch angle. Also. if the field is constant in time, so is the particle speed. 
To a first approximHtion a particle moves along a line of force; lets measure the 
position along the line. T he den~ity function ifJ for particles \\.-ith pitch angle 0 within 
dO at time r is defined by 

po rticles/cm 3-slerac.lian = i/1(3, 0, t) t sio OdO . 

Monoenergetic particles will be t reated and in the end a sum over energy "i ll be 
performed . To undcri.tund how the particle density varies along the line of force 
remember !haL Liouville said that in a conservative system - presumably he did not 
mean politically conservative the particle densi ty in phase sp ace - both coordinate 
space and velocity space 1s preserved along the particle trajectory. That is to say, the 
total den\'ative of the density function r/I is zero in moving " ith the particle along the 
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line of force: 

di{! 81{1 81/1 ds oif1 d8 
- = 0= - + - - + 
di 01 as dt ao dt · 

(18) 

Now ds/dt = w cos e is just the particle velocity along the field , and from ( 17) it follows 
that 

and (18) becomes 

dO tanfJ dB 
- = - --
ds 28 ds 

0 
otf; 

0
o!f! wsinOdB ol/f 

= - +IV COS - + -- - -ot os 28 ds 80 · 

(19) 

(20) 

Suppose now that the particle distribution bas splashed around sufficiently for time 

variations to be unimportant. Jt then follows from (20) by replacing s by B as the 
independent variable that the general solution for the time-independent density is of 
the form 

ifa(s, O) = 1(si1~ e} (21) 

where f is an arbitrary function. 
A convenient fortn is to use 

11·=A - -(
sin2 o)a 

y B , (22) 

where different values of the constants A and r1. correspond to different physical. 

situations. For example, with an isotropic distribution of particles the density must be 
independent of() and ci = O is required by (22). But then the density is also independent 

of the field and so with an isotropic distribution the density of particles is constant 
everywhere along the field line. Physically one might expect that if the field is con

verging then some particles are always mirroring and turning back and therefore the 
density should be declining. As the field converges, however, the particles are being 

compressed together, and the two effects exactly compensate for each other to keep 
the density constant. A density distribution with a<O is peaked toward small pitch 

angles and here the density increases with field strength. Lots of other cases c.an be 
constructed. 

In considering now the equatiotl of motion in the d irection parallel to the field more 
care must be taken because particle density gradients along the field may occur even in. 
a static solution. ft is necessary to subtract off the portion of the density gradient d ue 
to pitch angle effects since only a pressu.re gradient in excess of this static pressure 
gradient accelerates the particles. N ow 

tr 

Pu= t J dO sinOl/t Mw 2 cos2 e 
0 
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and using (19) 
1t 

-· = -- d/J sin2 0 cosO - . 
op11 Mw

2 
dB f a.p 

os 4B ds NJ 
0 

This last integral is conveniently transformed by integration-by-parts to the result 

(23) 

Equation (23) shows that the pressure gradient along the line of force occurs whenever 
the pressure distribution is not isotropic; this is the equiHbrium pressure gradient and 

will not accelerate the gas since it reacts upon, but is balanced by, the field . Only the 

difference between V 11p 11 and the right side of (23) accelerates the gas: 

dv 11 [(B·V)B] 11 p 11 -PJ.. 
p dt = - Y'uPu + 4n (B2/4n) · 

(24) 

The derivative (dB/ds) is written as [(B · V)B] 11 in (24) to be symmetrical inform to (16), 
and these are the two equations of motion for a collisionless gas. Modifications from 

the hydrodynamic equations are especially pronounced when the gas anisotropies in 
pressure are large compared to the magnetic pressure. Fortunately, in the magnetos

phere deviations from isotropy usually are not large. Furthermore, the pressure terms 
are small compared to the magnetic terms so there are only rather small corrections. 

Without going into any further detail here, it may be said that (16) and (24) are the 
equations of motion, that these eq uatio.ns very closely resemble. the ordinary hydrody

namic equations which actually suffice to a first approximation unless some very 

special effects are being sought. 
Equations ( 16) and (24) are essentially the Chew-Goldberger-Low equations. 

There are two more equations to go with them having to do with the compression of 
the magnetic Lines of force and the adiabatic compression of the field. In order to use 

(L6) and (24) a method is needed for computing p
11 

and p 1. · This is done with the 

equation of continuity expressing mass conservation: 

and the equations of state: 

op 
- +V ·(pv)=O 
01 

d (P.L ) 
dt pB = O, 

~(82pll ) = 0. 
dt p3 

(25) 

(26) 

These formulas look formidable but become clear after a little thought. Consider as a 

special case how to calculate p under a transverse compression . During the compres

sion the magnetic moment, wl/B, is invariant and so is N/B since the gas is compressed 
r ight along with the field. Other constants can very easily be constructed from these, 

one of which is P.LIN2 . l f the system were subject to longitudinal compression, wJ. 
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would not be affected at all and the ratio p1 /p would be a constant; B also would be 
constant. The first relation in (26) applies to p1 in both of these cases, and s imilar 

arguments may be used for p 11 and the second relation in (26). The Chew-Goldberger

Low approximation is not the only one, it has many gaps in it, but it is all that wil l be 
discussed here. 

C. HYDROMAGNETIC WAVE PROJ>AGATLON 

This subject will be discussed in more detail elsewhere in this monograph. Under most 
conditions in the geomagnetic field the pressure of the gas is rather less than the 

pressure of the magnetic field: p ~ B2/8rr. This condition is not t rue down low in the 

atmosphere and is not true probably out at some distance when in the main phase of a 
magnetic storm. But generally it is a good approximation and pressure terms can be 

dropped in treating the bulk motions of the gas, and a description is given by 

dv 1 
p - = - (V x B) x B 

dt 4rr · 

oB 
= Vx(vxB). ot 

(27) 

(28) 

Suppose now that the field becomes (B + b), where Bis the original dipole field and bis 

a small perturbation, so that (27) and (28) may be linearized, i.e. , only terms linear in 
v and b are kept. For example, d/ dt is replaced by o/ot in (27). Then 

O\' 1 
p 

01 
= 

4
n (V x b) x B (29) 

8b 
ot = V x (v x B) . (30) 

The decoupled equation for the velocity vis essentially a wave equation second order in 
space and time derivatives: 

f;2v B 
= x curl curl (B x ' '). (31) ot2 4rrp 

The characteristic velocity is the Alfveu velocity: 

Bi 
V~=- . 

4np 

The dispersion relation for a uniform medium is simply 

where O) is the circular frequency and k is the wave number of the wave. This case is 
very simple because the sound speed has been taken to be zero and all waves propagate 

wi th the Alfven speed. The displacement must be perpendicular to the magnetic lines 

of force because the force is perpendicular to them. A good rule of thumb is that in the 
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magnetosphere vAi"::! IOOO km/sec. The Alfven speed reaches a maximum at an altitude 

of a few thousand kilometers and declines outward from there to a few hundred 

kilometers per second, but for a nice round number the figure given is a fairly good 

estimate. 
Treating the hydromagnetic waves with the hydrodynamic equations (29) and (30) 

makes a mistake which for some purposes is not so serious and for other purposes is 

absolutely fatal. Equation (31) has no damping; there are no dissipation terms in it. 
Recently BARNES ( 1966, 1967) has solved the equations for a collisionless plasma 

treat ing waves where the wave frequency is small compared to the ion cyclotron 

frequency (i.e., hydromagnetic waves). If correct, the calculations indicate the impor
tant result that these waves are subject to Landau damping, i.e., there is some fraction 

of the particles where the thermal velocity carries them along with the wave speed and 
the particles gain energy at the expense of the wave energy. He finds that no matter 

which way the wave propagates, so long as it is not within a degree of the field or a 

degree of being perpendicular to the field, it dies by the factor e over short distances, of 
anywhere from about 2 to 10 wavelengths. The damping .is specified in terms of a given 

number of wavelengths and so applies to all waves unless of course the wavelength is 
so long that it passes through the magnetosphere before damping occurs. This is a 

somewhat surprisi ng result. I think it is an extremely important result that should be 
kept in mind. Tf Barnes is correct, then hydromagnetic waves in the magnetosphere 

can be damped very quickly without building up into shocks or any of the other 

standard means of wave dissipation. Barnes has recalculated his results by an in
dependent method , using some special cases to check the first calculations. The 
calculations are complicated, and some questions still remain, but we must seriously 
consider that hydromagnetic waves are subject to heavy Landau damping. Sometimes 

this is important and sometimes it is unimportant. 

D. SOME MAGNETOSPHERJC PROilLEMS WELL UNDERSTOOD 

The methods for treating theoretically the 1nagnetopause, the bow shock, and the 

solar wind, shown in Figure 1, are relatively simple and well understood. The solar 
wind is a supersonic, hydrodynamic flow which runs into a blunt obstacle. This is an 

o ld problem in aerodyuanucs, and people have studied it both theoretically and in 
w[nd tunnels for a long time. The Mach number in tlte wind is typically anywhere from 

3 to 10 so that the problem is quite standard. An upstream sl1ock wave is expected, and 

people have applied the theory for the formation of these standoff shocks to blunt 
objects. Spreiter, Kellogg, and others have worked on the problem with varyi ng 
degrees of improved approx.imation, and I think it is fair to say that given the shape of 

the magnetopause as an object in the flow the bow shock configuration is fairly well 
understood. There is no theory for the details of the shock transit[on itself since in 

hydrodynamics the theory of the transition docs not enter into the hydrodynamic 
flow. The shock is merely a discontinuity in the flow. 

The shape of the magnetopause on the sunward side and even perhaps a little 
toward the rear of the earth is also fairly well understood. It is a matter of pressure 
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Bi 
P2 = - + P1 • 

8i! 
(32) 

""here p 2 1 the normal pressure on the geomagnetic field due to the o lar ''illd and p1 
is the gas pressure inside the magnetosphere (v. hich is usually negligible). A mathe

matica l problem 1s in-.olved here which is not easy. Equa11on (32) 1c; a boundary 

condition. and the problem is to find the boundary. Normally boundary value 
problems involve a gfren boundary for which a solution is found, bur here the boun
dary ic; pan or the game 

T here a re three mathematical methods for calculating the shape of the magne
topause. all different. that have been worked out by Beard. Davis, and Slutz. They all 

give approximately the same results and each has some difficulty with the neu1ral 

poin1. But Blu m has worked out an expansion that covers that. IL is fair to say that one 
not only imderstands the gross physics of the pressure balance (32) between the 

compressed field and the impact of the wind , but also tba.1 methods exis t for culculut
ing this boundary which tu-e al least as accurate as the experimental de terminat ions. Of 

course the experimen tal determinations are plagued by the fa c t tha t only point 
measurements are being made and the whole boundary is never seen a l o nce. It would 

be fun to go into this problem but it will have to suffi ce merely to men I ion it here. 
T here might be !>Orne question about t he force law exerted on the magnctopause 

su rface. but this is another story and requires a tale abou1 1he tail of the magne1ic 
neld. Thi) "ill be ta ken up lat.er. 

One can study how the field v. ithin the magnetosphere is increased by the com
pres~ion , and 111 fact this is par t of the calculation invol ... ed in determining the shape of 

the magnetosphere. On quiet days when the subsolar distance to the magnetopau-.e is 

I 0 Re. the compres-;1on of the field arou nd the \.icinity of the earth in' ol\.eS an 111creao;e 
of the orth\"ard component. i.e .. the component parallel to the axis of the eanh. of 

ahout I 5 20y. Th ts is not a very large effect but it is interesting to see how ti follo\\-S 
from the calculattons. f his compression can be nicely illustrated by Laking ~impler 

boundaries than the actual magnetopause. For example, a long time ago Chapman 
and r erraro considered the effects of pushing a plane up and found 

(LJB) 1 (RP.)3 

Bo pl•ne = S L 
ll crc 118 is the change in field produced by the compression. 80 is the val ue or the 
fie ld a I the su rf';lce of' the ca rth on the equator, and L is the dis ta nee Lo the pl ii ne. Ir 
the compression is <lone wi th a sphere of radius L, by enclosing the field from all sides, 
then the coclticient is 16 t imes larger: 

The actual case lies somewhere in between these results. 1he coefficient being slightly 
less than unity. 
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E. THE MAGNETOSPHFRF AS AN [LASTIC \11:01UM 

In che discussions abo' e. emphasis ha-; Ileen given to the fact that for a ll of the eeming 
complexities of the behavior of parucles moving withom collisions in a magnetic 

lield. nonechcless in a la rge fraction of the cases encountered the dynamic<; can be 
understood on the basis of stresses in the magnetic field and hydrodynamic mo11ons. 

To rephrase it "cry lightly. a medium ''htch consists of a gas and a magnetic field 

behaves much like an elastic medium. It has 1he stresses ia it due to the pressure of the 
gas (which is no1 nccc%arily iso1ropic) and due to the magnetic field. The stress variables 
a re: 

PJ. · P1 • MIJ. 

as defined in (6). (1 2), and ( 13). When Lhe magnetic field is in equilibrium under its 
own stresses and not exerting any st r.:l.scs on the material, this means that oMuf a.,·1=0, 
or equivalently, 

R x cud B = 0. (33) 

Normally it would be suflic ien t to ~alisfy (33) by taking curl B para llel to B. Rut it 
must be emphasi7ed that. genci-ol ly, within the geomagnetic field there is no component 

of curl B parallel to the magnetic field (hccau~c or the non-conducting atmosphere) and 
the req uired solution of (33) 1s 

curl B =O. (34) 

This means that the magnetic field within the magnewsphere is derivable from a 
scalar potent ial: 

(35) 

The magnetic field here 1~ a com pres ed dipole field - compressed by external forces 

and there arc no 1111crnal force . If curl B =I= 0. then a Lorentz force '"ould be exerted o n 

t he trapped gases in the field. bu1 except d uring the main phase of a magnetic sto rm 
these gases will not support force~. For there Lo be no force exerced by 1he field on the 
gas. curl B must be pa rnllcl to B and this would imply that there is a torsion in the 

lines of force, i.e .• a twist ing of the flux tubes. But being in an elastic medium these 

flux tubes will unwind if they can. And they can because there is a non-conducting 
atmosphere at the foot of every tlux tube down at the surface of the earth. The atmos

phere does not support torsion at leas t not very much - and permi ts field lines to 
u nwind. So, as a general rule Linder steady condi tions - not under transient con

ditions - curl B must be zero and the field is approximated fairly well by n scalnr 
potential. 

Now when one begins to inqui re about distor ting the field away from its equilibrium 
confinement inside the 111agnctopau~e he is talking about distortions of the magnetic 

field which involve a non-vani~hing curl. and then B is no longer expressible in the 
fom1 (35). The easiest way Lo think about this situation is again in terms of an elastic 

medium. ff a curl is prod uced whreh d i torts the field then forces are exerted on the 
medium and some react ion of the gee, must be introduced. The simplest way to 
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expre:.~ t hi~. if the ~ituation is more or less steady, is fro m (2): 

I 
0= - Vp, (V x B}x B. 

4:r 
(36) 

The theory for the di 1ort1ons of 1he geomagnetic field, both the dis1or11ons that might 
occur during \ lorms mi.1de the magnetopause a nd for the shape of the magnetopause 
Hself, is a problem in elasticity. This is an imporcan1 point that is fundamenta l for 
undcrslanding ~ ha t 1s happening. Prior to about 10 years ago the search fo r the cause 
of magnetic s1orms centered more around electromoti\e forces and currents, and I 
thin!.. that 1s one reason why considerable difficul ty was encountered. T he prime 
mover is the.fMre. The force of course gives rise to e.m.f. ·sand currents, but 1he current 
is the ~econdary quantity which more or less is taken care of quite a utomatically. 
Nowhere in the hydromagnetic equations does a current occur. Of course, someti mes 
it is easiest to make n calculafion using the currents. This is another matter and in fact 
some cx~mples below employ currents explicitly. But basically the problem is one in 

elasticity. 
As far ns I know, the first mention or direct applicatiort of hydromagncl ic theory 

to the geomagnetic field was made by Dungey about 1955 when he poin1ctl o ut , and 
discussed, the fact that hydromagnetic waves should propagate in the magnetic field of 
t he earth. About 1956. J pointed out that the more or less steady deformations 
associated with the magnetic storm, in particular with the main phac;c, a re olso hydro
magnetic deformation . Shortly thereafter Dessler pointed out that some of the rise 
time or the sudden commcnc.:ment or a magnetic storm has to do\\ ith t he propagation 
of the impulse from the magnetopause where it is first applied inward to a n obser,er at 
the earth The fuct i'i that the gross features of magnetosphenc deformations gener:ill)' 
can be undcr.,1ood on the basis of simple stresses and h)'drod)'namics. 

I . rtll Co L0\1AGNL TIC TAIL 

As men11oncd hneny above, met hods of calculating the pressure balance and deter· 
mining the :.ha pc of the magnetopause have been worked o ut and seem to apply fairly 
well. Ca lcula1 ion!. for the 11osition of the bow shock also seem to check fairly ~ell ~ ith 
the ob~ervations, as nearly as anyone can tell. Continuing to lake the hydrodyna mic 
picture quite literally. as Johnson did several years ago. one would conclude ihat the 
magnetopause would close off behind the earth with something Ii.kc the Mnch a ngle. 
T he geomagnetic field becomes so weak that it exerts little pressure an c.l 1he solar wind 
closes in as ra pidly as its thermal motions allow, and lhis woulc.l be at un angle nr 
IO 20° depend ing on the M ach nurn ber of the wind. It seems to be a fa ct, howevc.:r. that 
this does not happen. Instead, the observations indicate lhal the cart h has a very long 
and broad tail. T here seems to be some quest[on as to exactly how wide 1t is ot large 
distances, but it goc~ back an extremely long distance having been observed at about 
80 Rr by 1hc unanchored anchored IM P and perhaps at IOOO Re in a more recent 
mem,urcmcnt. T he point 1s the tail is an extremely long structure, and I \\ant to 
empha<;i1e 1ha1 on the basis of simple hydrodynamic theory there should not be a long 
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tail ; i.e .. if the wind i.lill <,rnoothly along the field surface without agitating it the tail 
would quickly clo~c. A ~chematic representation of the observed 1ail is given in 
Fi!mre 2. Herc 1hcrc 1 a lso a region of relatively w!!ak field shown. sometimes called a 
ne~rral sheet although it i~ not strictly neutral, across ''hich the field changes direction ; 

this aspect of the tail needc; to be explored much furcher. 

-SOL AR 
WIND - ·C :--: '?""""" NEUTRAL SHEET 

Fig. 2. Schernalic rcpn.:scnlltlion e111phasizing 1he llature of the geomagnetic tail. The neu1ra l ~hcc1 
is indkaled olong with cc1'lllin Ocld li11cs in lbc tail in relationship to Lhc earth, F.. 

By some means there is a tension being exerted on the tail to hold it out si nce here 
the lines of force extend radially and there is a tension B2 /47! along the lines of force 
from which the compo11cnl of the isotropic pressure in that direction is subtracted . 
There are a number of possibilities as to how the tail might be stretched out because an 
active force is required. One suggestion is that in the tail there is a pressurep1. a ga:. 
pressure o r pcrhapi. a turbulent pressure of some kind. which of course tends to push 

out and just eq uals the lll\\ ard tension on the ta il : 

81 
p - 8rr · 

In addition, in order for there to be some kind of transverse equilibrium. the total 

pressure out ·ic.le the ta.ii p 2, must balance the internal pressure: 

Bi Bz 
/12 =Pi+ =-. 

87l 41! 

Using a typical value of 15 y for the tail field 

112 ::::: 1.8 x 10 '; dynes/cm2
. 

T his is a fairly high value implying thllt the total tension to hold out the tuil requires a 
pressure which is about* or the solar wind impact pressure on the fro nt side of the 
magnetopause. There is nothing implausible with this requirement but l suspect that 
there are other contributing factors. l· or instance, it h as also been suggested that there 
is some enhanced mixing of the wind plasma as it rushes by the tail. ei ther due to 
surface instabilitic:. of the tut!, a~ discussed by Dungey, o r any number of things. an<l 
the wind itself may eventually penetrate into the tail at large distances. The inertia of 
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lhe '' ind acts directly then as a tension on the lines of force. 1 his. too, is plau!>iblc 
l>ince only about 1

1
0 of the to tal wind impact momentum is required to provide the 

necc:.sary tension. 

E"en though lhere are a lot of ideas on the extension of the tail, I thin I. lhal 1t 1s 
very definitely an unanswered q uestion. T here may "ery well be a number of effect all 
of which contribute in varying proportions depending upon conditions in the "ind. 
But it should be kept in mind t hat there must be a rather large tension pulling on the 
tail: otherwise it would not be there. Also, at least in some !>mall scale sense, the tail 1~ 
a some\\ hat non-hydrodynamic phenomenon and involvCl> !>Urface effects or internal 
heating to achieve high gas pressures. Next l will d iscuss a somewhat related problem 
bccau!>c it too invohe!> tensions. 

2. Convection 

T he convection ofllclcl lines depends on the facctha t the utmo!:>phcrc is non-conducting. 
The basic idea was pointed <.m t first by Gold and then develo ped in an explici t way by 
/\xrorcl and Hines. Tho cu rth is blanketed by the atmosphere which is very good 
insulator. G old pointed out I hul while magnetic lines o f force may be frozen in ~tt the 
interior of t he earth. and while they may be frozen into the gas in the ionosphere und 
above, they were 1101 fro1en in in tbe atmosphere, and as a result l\\O lines of force can 
be mtercha nged in a cont111uous manner. Referring 10 Figure 3. if the two fieli.1 line end 
points P1 and P2 a re interchanged in the atmosphere then the whole line of fo rce 
connected to each of 1hese points would tum over along its length and the ga that ii. 
tied lo each line of force ,.,,ould 111terchange as .,.,ell. T he lines of force have identilie!> 
ghcn co them by the material that lies along them, and the exchange of material that 
takes place is why it is sensible to talk about interchanging lines of force. 

Axford and Hines used this idea in considering the polar D, currents in the 
iono phere. T he D, current :.y~term are d educed from the diMortions of the geomag
netic fi eld that are observed at high latitudes. These currcnt5 now through the iono-

ATMOSPHERE 

I 

I 
\ 
\ 
\ 

' ---

PLASMA 

F111. J. Schcmauc rcpre..cnta11on of the geomagnetic field lin~ pussing through the neutral at 
mo,phcrc and the plasma which exlends up"'ard from the iono~pherc Points P 1 and Pi lie at the 

1op of the atmasphcrc. 
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sphere and are ~ho" n schematically in Figure 4 . Since Lhe ionosphere is a resistive 
medium. there must be an electric field driving the e currents. Because of the Hall 
conductivity the electric field and the current are not strictly parallel, and in ract 
make a fairly large angle wit h each other. But this 1 merely a n arithmecic complicat1on 
that implies Lhal the electric field pattern i not q uite the same as Figure 4. Since 
there arc fairly reasonable estimates of the conductivity of the polar ionosphere, 

F ig. 4 . Schematic r~presentat ion of the D current sy~1em. The contour line>. ~hO\\ the d1rc.:t1on of 
current now in the 1ono,phcrc required 10 genera le an ob:.c1 vcd high-latitude magncllc disturbance 31 

the surface of the eanh. The pomt~ Pi and P ~arc the same as those in Figure 3. 

potential d ifferences that are involved can be deduced. Typical values range from 
10.$ to 10sv for the total potent ial d ifTerences involved in the fio\\ of D, currencs. 
D uring act ive t imes. the potential difTercncc tends to be 105 V. and during quiet 
t imes it is more IJl..cly to be 104 V. Now thi.: magnetic lines of force passing through 
the ionosphere arc bathed in a plasma ,.,,hich 1s an excellent conductor, and a potential 
difference between any two points in the polar ionosphere must eJu t everywhere 
along the two line~ of force containing these points. This is because the lines of force 
themselves are approximately eq uipotcn tials. J ust as a piece of copper is an equi
potential under steady conditions, the plasma lying along any line o f fo rce is an 
equipotential a nd I hcrcforo a potential dilrc rence between two points in the ionosphere 
must be ma intained all along the lines of fo rce. This means that there is an electric 
field between these two lines of fo rce and the plasma there must d rift with the velocity 

E x B 
V -"C -82 (37) 

in order that there be no electric field 111 the re t frame of the plasma. During active 
times, this drifl velocity gels to be as lugh as l km1sec. So, electric fields can be 
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calculated from the observations of the polar D, current systems. and on this ha is it is 

concluded from (37) that the lines of force are convecting. The convection is manifested 

at the ends oft he field lines by the D, current system and is a st raightforwnrd tlcduclion 
from un llh!>c1 vation. Having made this first step. the next thing to ask 1s lhhether 

anything mteresting follows from it or whether it is j ust another natural phenomenon 
with no connection wtth anything else. A few things can be said \\Hhout going through 

an extremely long analysis. and I will begin b> investigating just a little further the 

physics of the slippage down in the non-conducting atmosphere. 

A. SLIPPAGI:. JN THE NON-CO DUCTING ATMOSPHERE 

Consider the following problem. Imagine that a stationary, perfectly conducting plane 

1s located at: -0 and that a similar plane moving with velocity t•(r) is located at: =h. 
as shown in I 1gurc 5. Bet ween these two plates is a non-conducting region. taken to 

represent the atmo:.phere, which is occupied by a uniform, vertical magnetic field. T he 

region z>ll is intended to represent the ionosphere and the magnetosphere, and =<0 
represents the solid earth.. I will deal with these domain:. as though they were jusl two 

sheets, but it would make no difference to treat them as semi-i nfinite blocks of 
perfectly conducting material with frozen in fields. It will be instructive to tn:at the 

stationary and t r:msient situations separately. 

Ill/ I I I I I I/// I //l --+-v(t),,pt»,zoh 

B 
UNIFORM z t 

VI I I I I I I myz //( v•o,o .. t»,zso 

Fig. !i. Simple model of field hoe convec1ion. Perfec1ly conducting plane :.urfal'I.') arc locaied at 
: o and z 11 and the non-conducting region in be1ween '' permeated by a unifom1. vertical 

magnetic field. 

Suppose that the velocity u of the top sheet at z= Ii is constant so that 1t is sliding 

along uniformly in the y-d irect1on. rn the frame of reference of this sheet. "hich is a 
perfect conductor. there is no electric field; in the fixed frame of reference, howe\·er, 

there is an e lectric field which, according to Lorentz, is given by 

v (v )A E - - x B = - - Bx . 
C' c 

(38) 

Or defining 
E0 = vBlc (39) 

the electr ic field at : >Ir is 
E =-£ox . 

Since the lower conducting shl!el is stationary. the electric field al z < 0 must vanish. 

These values determine the boundary conditions on the electric field. In between the 
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plate~. the electric field is derivable fro m a scalar potential which s:i t islh:s Laplacc'i. 

equation: 

T hese relations cxpre!>S the fact that the field 1~ el1X:trostatic and that lhere is no free 
charge confined between the plate! .. T he solution that satisfies the proper boundar) 

conditrons at :: = 0. h is : 
,,.

'" - Eo . - : 

" 
x 

£. = - Eo . . h (40) 

The electric field lines arc contained in the x-:: plane and are sketched in Figure 6. 

where the :-axis has been chosen to lie along the center of the field . The electric field 
lines become more nearly vertical in going away from the :-axis so tbat if Ir b chosen to 

be the height of the ionospheri.! the field is usually vert ical at x ~ 300 km. The potential 

differences that are involved arc or the order of I 04- 105 Vas deduced directly from lhe 
D, current systems or from tho velocity that fol lows rrom it, and the e lectric field 

between the ionosphere :ind the earth resulti. when 1hc geomagnetic liclJ is in a state of 

convection. The faster it convects the higher is the potential difference: the Lwo go in 

d irect proportion to each other. 

~Zl 
x 

Fig. 6. S1ca<.ly-'>tUll! cl\.clric field tin~ in lhc ncmral atmosphere. 

In case omcone should be tempted. the electric field (40) will not account for the 
aurora even though the potential differences are just the right order of magnitude. 

This electric field exists only o long as the medium refuses to conduct e lectricity ; 11 i' 
a high impedance e.m.f. in that ~cn~e. If even a very small amount of conductivity 

should be introduced into the a!mosphere. the convection would simply stop because 
the lines of force would suddenly be nailed into the ll uid . So it is not an electric field to 

which one can appeal for the production of the aurora. It exists only in the non

conducting part of the atmospht.!rc. well belO\\ '"'here m uch of the auroral activity is 
observed. Having steered around that bit of temptation. "e should go on now to briefly 

treat the time-dependent problem. 
Suppo)e that the velocity of the conducting sheet at z=h is changing in time, a~ 

when iL goes from Lero up to some final steady-state va lue. Both u anti £0 in Equat ic1n 
(39) would now be time-dependent. and the magnetic field in the non-conducting gap 
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would be affected . Using the Lorentz gauge, 

the equations in the gap are 

1 it/I 
·A - ~ =0, 

c 01 
(41) 

(42) 

(43) 

Herc A is the vector potential and t/I is the scalar potential. Equations (42) and (43) arc 
homogeneous because there arc no currents and no free charge in the non-comluct~ng 
atmo!>phere. In any circumstance relevant to this discussion. the \.clo:ity ~f co11vect1o_n 
v(t) changes rather :.lowly in times comparable to the light propagation time, and this 
mc1:1 n~ that a ll time derivatives in (41) (43) will be small. Time derivati ves wi II therefore 
be neglected (we cou ld come back and calculate lhcm as a kind of perturbation. b.ut 
they turn out to be completely unin teresting) and both the vector and scalar potential 

are to satisfy Laplace·~ equation. As before, we take 

and require from (41 ) that 

x: 
tf1 = £ 0 (1 ) 

Ir 

i'A :r <°'A, 
- + :-. ex v= 

l d£0 ,-c 

c <lt ,, 

(44) 

(45) 

WitJt (44) 1t is suggestive that E,= 0 and therefore that A,= O; this cond1t io~11s imposed 
in (4 5). Both A" and A , in (45) must satisfy Laplacc·s equation and a fter a li ttle thought 
it bt.-comes apparent that the solutions must be of third order in the coordinate.:;: 

A_. = a 1 (x:2 - jxJ) + a2(::.~2 - ~:J) 

Az = b 1 (x:2 
- -:\-x3

) + b2 (:x
2 

- -!z3
). 

Herc a
1

, a
2

, b
1

• and bl arc independen t of the coordinates. The boundary requirements 
Ex=<> at :=0, anti £,. = -£0(1) at z= h. are atisfied by taking A .. =O. The gauge 
requirement (45) then requires /1 1 -0 and 

Thu s, 

I d£0 
h, =-

2c11 di 

A = z (x: - tx ) , ,.. ( - I dEo) 2 3 

2d1 dt 

which gives rise to a magnetic fi.eld along y: 

B = _ tA, = ~ dEo (: 2 _ x2). 
7 fx 2ch dt 

(46) 

(47) 
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The electric field is essen tially the same as before (Equation (40)) since the solution 
(46) contributes a term which i second order in the time derivat ive and hence :.m<Jll. 
Thi tenn must be small for consistency since second-order time derivatives ha"e been 
systematically neglecrcd. The small contributions in the electric and magnetic liclds 
from time deri\ ati\.C!> of £0(1) arc present only while there is acceleration. i.e .. \\ h ile 
the rate of convection is changing. These transien t contributions vanish upon reaching 
a steady state and are of relatively little interest. The magnetic field remains essent1all} 
undistorted by the con\'eCtion and the electric field is essemiall} as shown in Figure 6. 
This 1 what takes place beneath the convecring magnetosphere. The electric field.-. 
obtained a re i ntere~ting but. as I say, can not produce auroras. 

B. CONVECTION C0'11 RlllUTll\10 TO Al.RORAS 

Axford and Hine ha"c .i rather extended discussion of some of the consequences of 
this convection. which is extremely interesting. I will mention brieOy one point which 
is more interesting and impressive 10 me than the others. It was pointed out by Axford 
and Hines that the co11vcclion pattern, as well as che actual magnitude of its speed. 
can be deduced from the polar D, current system. Very roughly. if you are looking 
downward at the earth from the North, the solar wind is streaming by and the con
vection pattern resembles that shown in Figure 7. The whole system shown in Figure 7 
revolves around 01icc a day because of the daily rotation of the earth and this lends to 
skew the convection pattern somewhat. The extremely interesting point that Axford 
and Hines make is to suppose that an electron (a thermal electron of 1 or IOc V. 
something of that order) is folded into the field some\\ here back in the tail near point 
A in Figure 7. After all , there arc lot'l of thermal particles zooming by and there 1i. no 

F 

• EARTH 

Fig. 7. Schcma11c view of the COO\ection p:mern traced by field Imes. 
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reason why one should not be folded into the field. This electron rides with the 
convection starling at a region out in the tail where the field is 1.5 x 10-4 gauss and is 
carried close in toward the earth where the field strength is about~ ga uss, or about 
4000 times larger than at point A. Axford and Hines made some rough estimates based 
on che magnetic moment invariant and the longitudinal invariant and fou nd that 
chese convecting particles should come awfully close lO the polar regions, and perhaps 
be precipita ted there. Since the magnetic moment inva riant requires that the perpendi
cular kinetic energy be proportional Lo the field magnitude, the kinetic energy of the 
particle slarting rrom point A wi ll increase by a factor of the order of a few thousand . 
So starting with, say, 2eV in the tail the particle energy becomes something li ke 8keY 
near the earch. Of course the solar \\·ind ]13s a lot holler particles than 2eV. and you 
might just as well start with IOeV in the taj l and end up with 40000Y. T his process is 
very simple and straightforward. and probably unavoidable, so long as you have 
convection. Axford and Hines mention that these particles should come close to the 
earth al high latitudes because it is mainly the high-latitude lines of force tliat are 
c.onvecting. The region down at low latitudes seems not to be convecting, j udging 
from what current is seen in the ionosphere. Convection is mainly a high-latitude 
phenomenon. extending 40-45" from the poles depending upon the degree of activity. 
The convection region expands when things are very active. 

Recently Taylor and Hones have act11ally gone through the detai leu arithmetic in 
following the convecting particles. Using a computer and the two invariants, they 
drew maps or the points of precipitation of particles al earth. His uncanny the way the 
individual particle energies are precipitated into narrow rings, but of course with a 
distribution of energies this actually does not occur. This work is presented in a very 
nice article but is marred by strange statements which are not true at all. The calcula
tions as far a I know are entirely correct, but the authors claim their analysis has 
nothing whutevcr to do with the convc~tion of Axford and Hines. T do not know 
what they think they are doing but they did a beauliful job of it in spi te of their 
d isclaimer. 

T he suggestion then is that convection is responsible for much of the :rnrora 
al though certainly not for its detailed forms. T here is a lot yet to be done on aurora l 
fo rms but the basic idea is 1hat it is convection which folds in the particles and 
accelerates chem by a factor of a few t housand in energy, and this is probably the 
origin of much if not most of the fast auroral particles. Convection also is lhe source 
or the lower-energy trapped part icles, which are just those particles Lhat do not hit the 
earth and contribute to an aurora; particles left as a resid ue. Some of the higher
energy trapped particles certainly have a different origin, but I think that probably one 
of the most important consequences of the idea of convection. a part from tbe fact that 
it is interesting in itself, is the production of high-energy particles. 

A number of ideas concerning the possibilily of accelerating particles in the 
neutral sheet in the tail have also been proposed. These are very tempting ideas but 
they have to be explo red observationally first, I think, to track them <lown . Some of 
the other speakers may discuss tl1is point. 
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1 do not want to leave the idea that the aurora is due only to convection, but i t 
seems fairly straightforward lo say that some po rtion of the aurora must be due to the 
convection. Aod l think that any further steps in demonstrating lhis must be made 
observationa lly. One of the most straightforward and obvious experiments to observe 
the convection is to fire rockets at high latitudes at a ppropriately active times. leaving 
behind a trail of, say, ionized barium such as Liist's group at M unich has developed. 
T he motion of the convection could then actually be plotted and checked out against 
in fe rences made from rhe polar D, current system. This would be a much more d irect 
a pproach than the present somewhat indirect one of measuring magnetic-field 
variations. deducing currents, measuring or deducing conductivities, and so forth. I 
think it would be important to t ry a d irect observation of convection at least once 
d uring the next solar maximum. a nd it would not be a terribly ex pen ivc undertaking 
now that the technique is developed. 

3. The Geomagnetic Storm 

Among the vario us activities lha t go on in the geomagnetic field as a consequence of the 
solar wind blowing over it is the mag11etic storm. T he magnetic storm is best described 
in terms of the horizontal component oflhe magnetic field ofthe earth at low latitudes, 
not necessarily at the equator which sometimes is complicated with other effects. Let us 
say that we look at the records of a lot of low-latitude magnetic observing stations and 
concern ourselves with the horizontal component. It turns o ut that lhi is the compo
nent easiest to discuss a nd t.o understand. Now the first thing to do is lo average over 
many stations around the world in order to remove all local fluctua tions. When n 
storm begins due to an enhanced solar wind, the magnetic field o f the earth reaccs by 
flopping and jerking around. At any one station , particularly at an nuroral lati tude, 
both the horizontal and the vertical components of the field fluct uate up and down by 
large amounts. This aspect of the disturbance is not the heart of the problem, at least 
not directly in connection with the main compression. These variation~ are big effects, 
but by averaging out the fluctuations a worlu-wide view is obtained. What is then 
found for the horizontal component is shown schematically in Figure 8. 

T he quiet day value of the geomagnet ic field is abruptly increased a l the onset of 
the s torm i.hown in F igure 8. Th is rise in field magni tude is called che sudden com111e11ce-

111ent a nd usually is abbreviated by SC. This rise is typically I 0-30 y, uepending upon 
how violent the storm is, and the rise time is about 2- 3 min. After SC the enhanced 
fie ld value endures, with Ructuations or a net gradual increase or decrease, for any
where from J to lO hours. Then the magnitude drops and may fall below Lhe normal 
or quiet-day value by 0 or 50 or 100 y, depending upon the magnitude of the storm. In 
rare instances. the field may drop 200 y or more below the quiet-day value. The recov
ery phase of the storm is next, first recovering very rapidly with a time scale of a few 
hours and then with a time scale of about a day; the recovery is largely completed in 
about a week, but there is really no un.iquc I imc that can be assigned. Normally all 
changes in field during a storm are less than 1% of the quiet-day value. It should be 
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emphasized that this characterization of a storm averages o ut many fluctuations that 
would be seen at a particular station. The period of enhanced field magnitude is called 

the initial phase of the storm and the subsequent period the main phase. For some 
s torms one of the major phases, i.e., the sudden commencement. the initial phase, or 

the main phase, may actually be missing. All features or a typical storm are shown in 
Figure 8. 

H 

SC 
~ 

r +- 1-IO HOURS 'i 
2· 3 
MIN 

----i -------
~ FEW • 

"'SO y HOURS r 

1 
INITIAL .. I MAIN 
PHASE Jo PHASE 

I WEEK 

Fig. 8. Schematic representation or 1hc d.:velopmem of a magnetic storm as seen on 1he >urfacc 
of the eanh. The ordinace is the horitomal comp0nent of rhc magncuc field as observed at IO\\ 

latitudes, averaged over many sia tion~ and storms. The abscissa is a non-linear scale of 1imc. 

A. THE lrfrrtAl. PHASE 

What apparently happens at sudden commencement is a compression in t11e geomag
netic field as explained by C hapman and Ferraro. They did not use hydromagnetic 

language, and liberties will be taken in restating their ideas. They pointed out that the 
solar corpuscular radiation. a.s one called the solar wind in those days. suddenly began 

to press hard on the outer boundary of the geomagnetic field causing a compression. 

ow we would say that the sudden commencement is caused by Lhe initial slap of the 
shock wave in the solar wind on the geomagnetic field. Desslcr pointed out that a 
hydromagnetic wave then propagates throughout the magnetosphere which , along 

with the time it takes for the enliauced wind to envelop the mngnetopause, accounts 
for the sudden commencement rise time of 2-3 min. 

To understand the initia l phase, stresses in the field must be considered. Jt was 

pointed out above that even on a quiet day the magnetic field of the earth is confined 
within a surface and compressed. Examples for plane and spherical boundaries were 
given. but the magnetosphere is neither. The computations of Beard, Mead, and 
others for the magne10pause give the result 

AB= 0.6 (RE) 3

' 

B0 L 
(48) 
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where 8 0 is the field magnitude at the surface of the earth on the equator ( ~ ~ gauss) 

and LIB is the increase in field due to the compression. Lis the distance from the center of 
the earth sunward to the magnetopause. On quiet days, L~ 10 Re and tJ 8-:::. 15-20 y. 
Suppose now that the horizontal component is increased by 20 y more, for a total 

increase of 40 y. Then L decreases by 2113
, from I 0 to 8 Rr;. This sets the proper frame

work of discussion. The quiet-day wind hokls the magnetopausc in at about 10 Re. 
A blast wave, or at least a shock, from the l>Un comes along and suddenly pushes 
harder upon the magneropause. The boundary is moved inward to about 8 Re and 

produces an average world-wide increase in the horizontal field of the order of 20 y. 
Of course these numbers will vary from storm to s1orm. 

With some imple calculations, 1he c considerat ions can be used to place limits 

upon the den ity of the solar wind during active times. For a quiet-day wind. taking a 

density N = 5/cm 3 and a velocity V = 3 t 6 km/sec as representative, the imp act pressure 
is 

NMV 2 = 8 x 10- q dynes/cm 2 (49) 

and this just balances the pressure of the fie ld at the stagnation or subsolar poin t of 

tl1e magnetopausc. The quiet-day balance is achieved at about LO Rf.. Now lake an 
extreme case and i ma.gine that the com press ion of the geomagnetic field increast:s from 

its quiet-day value to about 100 y. This would be for a very big storm, larger than 
would be normally seen although larger ones have occurred. From (48) this would 

give L = 5.6 Rr. and the pressure of the wind Ps during lhe storm has increased by 
about a factor of 30 over its quiet-tinle value (49). T his increase is caused by changes in 
the solar wind density and/or velocity. For example, if the quiet-day velocity triples 
then N~ 17/cm;i ; if the velocity doubles then N~40/cm3 • One knows, however. that a 
fairly high storm velocity applies, near 1000 km/sec, since this is the time it rnkes for 

the wind to get here from the sun. Roughly speaking the observed sudden co111 111encc
menls and ini t iHI phases of storms suggest that the density of the solar wind may 

sometimes go as high as 30/cm3
, and only on rare occasions wi ll this value be exceeded. 

With the large velocity lbat one associates with t he solar-wi11d density. a larger densi ty 

would produce a compression of I.be field, which we recognize as the initial phase of 
the storm. that is vastly greater than actually observed. 

This is just a very crude kind of estimate but it is an important one because there 
are some ob ervational statements in the literature. the most modest of which is 

N = 300/cm·\ and they go up from there to about 105 • I think that one can place a 

much lower limit on the density for at least most of the large storms. 

B. THE MAI N Pl-lASE 

Whereas the initial phase of a magnetic storm is caused by compression, the ma.in 
phase is caused by the inflation o f the magnetic field of the earth by gas pressure. For a 

moderate (or slightly above moderate) sized storm, the main phase decrease is about 
lOO y, or about t of I% of the main field. This is not a large change in the total field, 

and I am ama?.cd to read in bo-0ks bow the magnetic stonn was discovered way back 
in the days when people had magnetized needles suspended by threads. Someone with 
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real patience and good eye:.1ght apparently sat there and looked at that needle and 
caught ic in the ace of mo\ mg a fraction of l 0 

0 • Of couri.c there are excursions during 
the storm which are bigger t han the average world-wide clcprcs 1011 and I suppose that 
is what they were actLHtll) seeing. But I must say, my hat is orT lo them. They probably 
applied for a grant from NASA for 25 cents to buy the need le and from then on it was 
a ll blood. sweat, and tears. 

First some of the malhematica l techniques in elasticity for grrnding out distorr ions 
will be discussed. and then f>o me specific mechanjsms that produce the distortions of 
the lield wilJ be mentioned. T he main phase is an expansion of the field. i.e .. the field 
decreases and so necrssarily expands. There are other \\ays of expressing this. Chap
man and Ferraro said the main pha:.c was due co a We)tward rmg current, which is an 
equally 1au1ologica l )tatcmcnt since vta~v.ell says if }OU have a curl of B you must 
have a current den i1y. Jn my statement. if you have a rnrcfuct ion in the field then you 
mu~t have an expansion. fhc~c are equally trivial statements, entirely equivalent. Now 
lvt>k a l the stress problem. The net force on the medium is due to the pressure gradient 
plu~ Lhc magnetic force (or Lhe tlivergence of the Ma xwell !>tress rcnsor): 

1 
- Vp + 

4
1< (V x B) x B = 0. (50) 

If the field is und1stonc<l. 1 1 ~ curl 1 Lero and no force is exerted by the field on rhe gas: 
:-oat equilibrium. the pressure ts un iform. (Gravit> \viii be neglected in this discussion.) 
l\o'' \\hat one \\Ould like to do in principle is to prescribe the pressure in space and 
then fi nd the resulting field. In other words, infl ate the magnetic field of the earth with 
gas and then ask what distortions are produced. Then, by comparing the calculated 
fie ld distortions with che observed distortions, one could cventually determine what 
pressure variations are needed. Unfortunately Equation (50) is non-linear in rhc field 
B. and even though the non-linear case has been discu~scd at some length under 
conditions of axisymmetry by Chandrasekhar, Schluter. Liisl. and others, it has not 
been olved in mo!>t case:.. l sha ll not deal with the non-linear problem. 

One could play the game the other way around: specify the distortions of the field 
and then deduce '"hat pre sure might be required. It turns out there is a difficulty here 
too. For. the dislort ioni> a.,.,ume<l muse really be expressible as the gradient of a scalar 
or the problem has no answer. And this i a difficult requirement except for very simple 
cases. So what one doec; ic; to rework Equation (50) a bit and put it in a better form for 
deducing the resuhing lickl distortions from the pressure. 

Suppose the magnetic field R( r) is localized in some rcgio11, as is the dipole licld or 
the earth. and some distortion .1 8 is introduced. The field LI B would go away if the 
distortion were relieved. /\ theorem that can be proven. and will soon be recogni1ed, 
:.tales that LIB is related to \! Y B hy 

AB _ I I (dr ') [ ' x B (r')] ~ (r - r '). 
·hr Ir - r I 

(51) 

1 lcrc v· acts on r '. Using (51 ), LI O cao be calculated from curl 8 , which from Equation 
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(50) IS given by 

(52) 

where 8 · V x 8 has been taken equal to zero because of the non-conducting al mosphere 
a t the base 11f the field lines. The component of the curl in the direction of the field 
represents 1.1 1orsion on the field, and a parallel component of the cu rl means that the 
field is twisted li ke rope. Like an elastic. it wants to untwist and bccau'ie of the non
conducting auno~phere it can untwist. So, generally speaking. one doe<; not ha"e a 
parallel component of the curl, or if you do 11 is i.mall or transient. This 1s JUStified in 
the case of the mam phase of the storm \\hich lasts many hours or da}S On the aver
age. field-aligned currents are essentially negligible. i.e .. you cannot ha'e the Imes of 
force strongly twisted like a rope for very long because they will simply unwind in a 
matter of a few minutes. Denoting R = r - r', and ~ubstilutiog (52) in (5 1). 

= -J(dr') (V'p (r') x B(r')] x R 
LIB Bi(r') R3 

I 
dr' 

= - 8 1R·' [ BR ·V'p -(V'p) B·R]. (53) 

Jn component form. 

(54) 

These cqutllion~ arc iil ill non-linear. Equation (54) is the same one thut results if an 
anisotropic pressure were used at the outsel. 

The way to use Equation (54) is to consider only sma ll distortions of the .flt:ld so 
that to a first approximation the field D can be replaced by the undistorted dipole 
[ield under the integral. With this replacement the pressure must be small in some 
sense, the equation 1s linearized. and the distortion LIB can be cranked ou t c.l ire<:tly. The 
process can be iterated using che caleul::itccl tt B as a correction to the original dipole 
field. and again performing the integration But 1t turns out that unless cherc are extra
ordinarily large distort ions, this is hardly worth doing. Even fairly large prc~:!>ures do 
not distorc field magnicudes enough 10 ma ke it worth doing the second-order calcu
lation in most cases. 

Several r oin ts should be made about Equation (54). This equation gives the 
dire<'i relation hct ween the distorting forces und the distorted field. LI 8 and not curl B is 
the measured quantity, so (54) is the direct relation. Sometimes in putting in various 
forms of the pressure it is algebraically easier to compute the current first, which is 
equivalent 10 the curl of the field. and lo \.\.Ork directly with the equation 

I dr' 
LIB(r) = ) j(r') x R , 

cR 
(55) 

which is rccogni£cd as the Biot-Savart law. T he connection between (51) and (55), 
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which involves the stresses directly, is simply the Maxwell equation 

4n 
\7 x8= j. 

c 

Now to examine the cmrents briefly. A particle moving in a non-uniform magnetic 
field will undergo drift motions. If there is a gradient perpendicular to the field 
direction, the particle will drift along a path of constant field density at the rate 

I RC u,. = ,w.L " - I , (56) 

where w .L is the particle speed transverse to the field direction, Re is the particle 
cyclotron radius, and I defines the scale of the gradient. I is given by 

V'1 B 3 
= -- = -

8 r' 

where the last equality applies to a dipole field. lf the lines of force along which the 
particle moves are curved, th.en the particle experiences a centrifugal force and under
goes an additional (curvature) drift. The Lorentz force on the particle must balance 
the centrifugal force: 

qC:c)B= Mw fi K. 

Here uc is the curvature d rill, 1v 11 the longitudinal speed, and K is the curvature of the 
line of force. Thus 

Mcw 2K 
II = II " qB (57) 

Since K is the reciprocal of the radius of curvature and Rc=(w1 Mc/qB), the results 
(56) and (57) are q uite simi lar in a lgebraic form. The vector expression for the 
combined gradient and curvatme drifts is 

Mc [wi J u = - 4 B x VB2 + wfi(B·V) B . 
qB 4 

(58) 

The first term in this expression gives the gradient drift across the field lines, and the 
second term provides the curvature drift due to the change of the field along its 
direction. 

These drifts produce currents due to the motion of the guiding center and additional 
currents are provided by the particle cyclotron motion. Conceptually this circular 
motiotl of the particle is very simple, but to add up the total curren t involved account 
must be taken of the fact that as the line of force c urves the planes of the cyclotron 
motion tilt and are closer together on one side than the other. The easiest way to treat 
the current due lo the cyclotron motion is to remember that the particle has a dia
magnetic moment of ! Mivl/B and to simply add the fields of dipoles. So the current is 
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broken up into two parts: the drift part to which the Biot-Savart law is applied, and 
the cyclotron part which may be treated in the same way or as a sum of dipole moments. 
Some examples are treated next. 

I . The Simple Ring Current 

This first example is so simple that the above form ulas need not be used. Imagine, as 
shown in Figure 9, that a dipole is at the origin. The dipole is drawn right side up; it is 
only an archaic custom that puts South at the bottom of all maps. Now place a thin 
ring of gas with radius r in the equatorial plane. The calculations are independen.t of 
the shape of the cross-section of the ring, so suppose it is circular. Suppose that 1he 
pressure in this ring acts so as to increase its major diameter. The total force in the 

M 

Fig. 9. Simple ring-current model in meridian profile. A dipole is at origin and a symmetrical ring 
current is located al an average distance r in the equalorial plane. The ring has cross-section A and 

particle pressure p. 

ring is pA and pA/r is the force per unit circumference pushing outward. But this ring 
of plasma is imbedded in a magnetic field , and a current will be induced to resist an 
outward movement of the ring. If the ring is trapped in the field, the current is induced 
lo the point where the Lorentz force just balances the tendency or the ring to expand: 

pA lB 
or 

r c 

pAc 
I= 

Br 

Now outside the ring current the magnetic field is expressibJe as the gradient of a 
scalar. since, apart from the d ipole, there are no other currents itl the system. The 
magnetic field satisfies Laplace's equation outside the ring and may be calculated as 
if in a vacuum. The field at the center of a ring with current I is 

2nl 2rrpA AB =- =-.,- . er ,.- B 
(59) 

This gives the expansion of the fie ld in t he vicinity of the origin due to the outward 
stresses exerted by the dipole. The volume of the ring is (2nr A) and the pressure, which 
of course is due to internal particle motions, is p =NMw2

, where N is the particle 
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number density and w is the mean square velocity in the tangential direction. The 
pressure is therefore twice the particle kinetic-energy density. Equation (59) may now 
be written us 

(60) 

where £is the total kinetic energy of the particles in the ring. Fun her, 1 he dipole field at 
distance r in 1he equatorial plane is B=B0 (R J r )3 where 8 0 is the field at the earll1's 
surface. So Equat ion (60) becomes 

(61) 

Since AB is a uniform field in the vicinity of origin, the left side of (61) may be regarded 
as the fractional change in field on earth at any point on the equator. The denominator 
on the right in (61) is an energy characteristic of the dipole ftelcl . Denoting by EM (R1J 
the energy in the dipole field above the surface of the earth, we have 

EM(Re) = If J::dV=tB~R~~8 x L02 '~ergs (62) 

and (61) becomes 
LIB 2£ 

Bo 3EM (R£)° 
(63) 

The fact that lhe dipole field should cut off somewhere near 10 RE does not change the 
result(62) much. 

2. Pancake Distribution 

A somewhat more artificial problem is to take a distribution of particles confined to 
the equatorial plane. The part icles drift around the earth in the equatorial plane with 
90° pitch angle . T he easiest way to calculate the inflation of chc field is to obtain the 
current in the dislribution by multiplying the velocity(58) by qN. In this model there is 
no term w

11
• The in Ration due to the drift motions is then found to be (.:18)0 / 80 = £/EM. 

In addition, the diamagneti.c moments of the particles contribute minus ! this result, 
so that the total inflation is 

i.e., !he same as (63). 
This rel)u ll may also be calculated in a different way which will seem lo be a bil 

trickier al first. Let i denote the direction of the dipole and let w denote the ra<.l ial 
distance rrom the polar axis. Since there is no motion along i, the com ponent of the 
pressure tensor P:: must vanish. Also, 

PmtJ> = P4>~ = -}NMwl. 

Suppose lhat the particles form a thin ring at the particular radius cu. The pressure is 
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then a delta function in z times a fairly localized function in <:V. Using (54), 

£1B(O) - - ~ J d-f d - -2 op -
23 

_ <uw __ . 
Bo BoRt OCIJ 

The integration over~ is trivial because of the delta function. and integrating by pa rts 
gives 

ex: IT. 

LIB 2ir J Jd _ [a ( _, ) 2 _ J =- 23 dz w ,,
7 

orp - 0 p . 
B0 80 R E uw 

0 

The first term integrates directly and vanishes at both limits. The remaining integral is 
proportion.al to the volume integral of the pressure, and again we find 

LJB 2 E 

B0 3 EM(Rr;) 

3. Field-Aligned Ring Curren/ 

As a final example, consider all or the particles to have zero pitch angle, moving on 1hc 
same magnetic shell as though having been ejected fro m the North pole and rel urned 
through the South pole. Calculating the change LIB at origin for this configuration 
gives three times lhe result (63)! 

C. ARBI TRARY DISTRIBUTION 

Other theorems may also be proven directly. For example, for a given pitch-angle 
distribution the result £18/ 80 is independent of the scale of the ring current. rn other 
words, particles of a given pitch-angle distribution and total energy can be located 
anywhere - 2 Re, 5 Re. or 8 Re - and the same inflation LIB results. And very recently 
Sckopke has found that in fact the inflation does not even depend on the pitch angle; 
in all cases of panicles mirroring in the fteld, Equation (63) applies with the same factor 
t. Sckopke's result is a great simplificatiou sjnce it says that the average inflation LIB in 
the vicinity of lhe earth, i.e., the origin. depends only on the toral energy of the 
particles without regard to their pitch-angle distr ibution. 

lt should be mentioned lhal in a ll the examples given here including Sckopke's 
result, the particle distribution is assumed to be axisymmetric. But of course any 
part icle distribution will quickly become axisymmetric after d rifting arou nd the 
sou rce and becoming mixed up. 

For a particle distribution in a quadrupole field, say a linear quadrupole so it has 
axisymmecry, then the inClation LI 8 depends on the total particle kinetic energy and 
also upon the location of the particles through a fac tor like r/RE. Hence the further 
out the particles are located from che source, the more effective they become in 
decreasing the field. In an octupole field the spatial dependence goes like (r/ Re)2

• In 
the case of lhe dipole there is no dependence on the spatial location of the particles. 
which is convenient in a way. but inconvenient, too. as will become apparent. 
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0. PROPERTIES Of THE MAJ PHASE 

The above mathematical results may now be applied to the magnetic storm. Modifying 

an earlier suggestion made by Alfven, Singer suggested, about 1956, that the ring 
current responsible for the main phase of the magnetic storm was the result of 

particles moving inside the dipole field of the earth. The ring-current particles were not 

skimmi ng along the magnetopause as had been suggested earlier, anti were not moving 
in and out of the dipole field as suggested by Alfven, but were drifting around the 

earth and constituted a Westward current source. In 1959 Dessler and I became 

interested in this q uestion, and we adopted this idea. formulated it and worked out a 
lo t of examples, some of which arc presented above (DESSLER and P ARKER, 1959). We 

missed seeing Sckopke's theorem, but ar least ic is a simplifica t ion we can be grateful 
for once it is discovered. The question now is: where are the particles thatare producing 

Che Slorrn. what ki11d of particles a re they. what puts them there, and what takes them 
away when the storm is over? T his last point is an importan t one and will a ffect the 
d iscuss ion. 

T here are several li t tle things to mention before coJ1jecturing on what makes the 

magnetic storm. The magnetic dipole energy outside the surface of the earth is given in 
(62). an<l the magnetic energy beyond a distance r is 

(Re)3 

EM(r) = EM ( RE) -; (64) 

The r - 3 dependence in this expression is expected since the field-ene rgy densi ty goes as 

r -" and the volume goes as r3
• In inflat ing the magnetic fl e lJ of the earth, laboratory 

experiments suggest that it wi ll hold plasma only up to a certain point. [f inflated 

beyond a certain amount, the gas simply runs away with the fi e ld . In fa ct, if the pres
sure of t he gas exceeds the pressu re of the field , one expects t hat the tleld would be 

enormously distorted and that the gas would escape ; a t least th is is one's laboratory 
experience. Tbjs suggests, therefore. tha t in adding particle kinetic energy beyond some 

distance r the total particle energy beyond that distance would probably be Jess than 
the magnetic energy beyond the same distance. F or instance, a storm with a 100 I' 
main phase requires 3 x 1022 ergs of gas energy, based on Equation (63). Thar this 
should equal the field energy (64) prevents the paniclcs from being too far out in the 

fiel d. A field-pa rt icle energy balance would not be possible at 9- 10 R E. 
Let the amount of particle energy beyond a distance r be a fract ion et times the 

Jipole magnetic energy beyond the sa me d istance: 

E(r) = aEM (r). (65) 

o: is a number less than uni ty which presumably can be obtained from observat ion. A 

value a~t is probably indicative. The relation (65) rest ricts the location of the 
particle energy. Ct requires, to make a big storm. tha t particles move down to small 

values of r co infla te the field . To state some numbers, for a.= t and AB= 100 y the gas 

must e,xtend in at least as far as r= 5.5 RE. For o:=t and LIB=300 ·t, which is really a 
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big storm, the particles extend inward to ar lease r= 3.7 Re· These numbers are 

calcula ted from (64) and are insensitive to the vnlue of a. since its cube root is taken. It 
fo llows that che size oflhe storm determines how dose lo the earth the ring current must 

be. The original expression (63) is independent of the location of the particles. 
The next question to deal with is what makes lhe average world-wide magnetic 

storm effect. Only the symmetric part of the storm will be discussed here ; asymmetric 
effects will be discussed briefly below. Storms nre freque ntly large enough that the gas 

that inflates the field musl often extend in lo 5 R e or even less. Several quest ions must 

be asked Ht this point in order to proceed. The first is: what gases are heated up a nd 

placed in the ring-current zone? In the ea rly days. people. including me, spoke gli bly 
of injecting gas direct ly from t.he solar wind . and this is a beautifol idea until examined 

closely. I think now thaL the idea is untenable. T he fi eld is very stable and there i!. no 
evidence that particles are ever injected directly. The next idea is that maybe a lot of 

shock waves simply heat up the gas already present in the field . The particles do not 
have to be a solar gas. There is no shortage o f gas in the earth ·s field. In a m<lgnetic 

storm lhi ngs are extremel y active and hyd ro magnetic waves are in abu ndance; 

there is no rea on that the am bient background gas - ionized gas - is not s imply 
hea ted. 

AXFORD and H1N1;S ( 1961) have made an alternative suggestion involving a very 

rapid convection system. As discussed a bove, gas is convecced in a nd out of Lhe fie ld. 

The gas is heated normally - increasing the kinetic energy- when convected deep into 

the field. If the convection is very rapid. gas being tak en from the solar wind or 
somewhere will be adiabatically compressed a nd heated enormously. 

I suspect that both of these effects occur and contribute to heacing the gas. I do not 
know which one will be the dominant effect and al the moment do not know that one 

can make much of a distinction. Jdeas arc plaus ible but the particles still can not be 
identified . We know the energy required of 1he part icles - a.bout 3x 1022 ergs fo r a 

I 00 y main-pha$C decrease - and that the part icles can be anywhere in the fie ld so long 

as they are at abou t 5.5 RE or closer to the earth. The si mplicity of Equation (63) is 
unfortunate in this respect: if it were more complicated it might have given a clue as to 

where the gas resides. 
The next question, once the storm has been curned on, is that it can be turned off in 

a day. The explanat ion of this, given in 1959. is perhaps the st rongest a rgumen t for the 
general nature and location of the particles that infla te the field. People have suggested 

that some of the high-energy particles in the radiation belt - e lectrons, proltrns, etc. -

may be responsible ror the storm. fn considering h.ow the storm can be turned olf, i.e., 
how the particles can be cooled again, both convection a nd collisions might possibly 

slow the particles down. 
One should recognize with colJisions that it docs not help to have one particle slam 

into another and transfer its energy. According to (63) only tbe total kinetic energy 

matters in inflating the field and a redistribution of particle energy will not change the 
resultant tJ/J. So in the decay of a storm one must be concerned only with those 

collisions which ac tualJy remove energy from the ionized gas. Radiative collisions are 
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one obvious possibility. Here an electron collides with an ion or atom. loses its energy, 
and the energy absorbed by the ion or atom is quickly lost by radiation. The cross
section for this process is too small. however. giving a relaxation time of the order of 
months. The only significant process that we could find was the charge exchange 
interact ion which fortunately had just recently been measured fairly accurately in the 
laboratory. In this reaction a fast proton interacts with a neutral hydrogen atom. The 
bound electron finds itself in the eternal triangle and occasionally gives up its stationary 
partner to take a ride with the freewheel ing proton going by. The result is the formation 
of a fast neutral hydrogen atom and a proton bereft of its electron. The process is: 

Pr+ H-. Hr+ p. 

where p stands for proton, H for hydrogen a tom, and the subscript/labels the fast 
particle. The fasL neutral hydrogen atom is no longer coupled to the magnetic field and 
is free to carry away rhe energy of the incident, fast proton. In its place is left the 
abandoned proton with an energy oflhe order of I eV - depending on the value of the 
thermal energy. 

The formula for the lifetime of the charge exchange process is fairly simple: a 
proton moving through a neutral hydrogen background or N atoms per cubic centi
meter has a life expectancy of 

(66) 

The same expression applies for a neutral atom passing through a background of 
protons - the process is reversible. Equation (66) is a crude approximation but gives 
representative values for proton energies extending from about 400 eV to 40 keV. 
Over this range the coefficient in (66) is the same to within a factor of2, which is quite 
amazing. (The charge exchange cross-section varies inversely with the velocity so that 
the lifetime is independent of rhe particle velocity over a factor of about 10, and 
independent of th~ particle energy over a factor of about 100.) 

Jn order for the charge exchange mechanism to cooJ olf the gas in a day, say 
r = 105 sec, il requires a background density or neutral hydrogen of about 102/cm 3

. 

Although it varies with the sunspot cycle, the book value for the density of neutral 
hydrogen <1bove 1he earth gives this value at about 4 RE• which i!> cornpaLible with the 
restriction (65), mentioned earlier. We suggested then that the particles producing Lhe 
main phase or r.he storm were protons in the general vicin ity or 4 Ra (DESSLER and 
PARKER, 1959). Their density would be about 102/cm\ assuming the average proton 
energy to be of the order of I keV to get the necessary total energy. (We could not 
specify the energy from the decay time (66) since it is independent of the energy. So 
again the formula is so simple that we could not reaUy go further.) 

Oessler pointed out that one direct test for the occurrence of the charge exchange 
process would be to detect the Jlux of neutral hydrogen atoms being produced by the 
incident protons. He calculated the flux and found it to be about 105 hydrogen atoms/ 
cm2- scc striking lhe top of the atmosphere as a result of charge exchange. Although 
I keV neutral hydrogen atoms would be ditlicuJt lo detect. l get the impression from 
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talking to people that it can be done. LL would not be an easy experiment because it 
must be perfom1ed during the decay of a large or fairly large storm. 

The other possibility for relaxing the storm is convection. Convection slows down 
after the active phase of the storm. and although proceeding slowly I am sure it 
contributes to the decay. But I think it does not contribute a very large portion. 
Convection may be important way out in the tail in the late stage of the decay. 

Other predictions follow. For example. the gas inflating the field during a large 
storm must penetrate deeper into the field (sec (64)). ConsequemJy. the large storm 
should decay more rapidly at lirst than a small storm ; and this seems to be the case. 
Johnson has pointed out that during sunspot minimum tbe upper atmosphere is cooler 
and the neutral hydrogen density builds up to 2 or even 3 times its value at sunspot 
maximum. One pred icts, therefor~. thal for two storms of the same size. one du ring 
sunspot minimum and one at maximum, the storm at sunspot minimum should decay 
2 or 3 times more rapidly because of the la rger hydrogen background . Matsushita 
examined the data and to our delight fo und that this seems to be the way it actually 
goes - storms of a given size decay more rapidly at sunspot minimum than al sunspot 
maximum. There was also a lot of joy in M udville when Van Allen found that kilovolt 
particles were in great abundance during a magnetic storm and with about Lhe right 
density. The observed particle energies extend from about 200 eV to 50 keV - the same 
range covered by the charge exchange: fomrnla (66) - and probably are widely dis
tributed through this range. FRANK ( 1967) finds that protons contribute aboul ~or lhe 
total energy which i~ the right order of magnitude to give the observed main phase 
decrease. We have been quite happy abo ut these results confirming our old pre
dictions. But now thal we are entering a time of solar acti\'ity there will be a lot more 
data which will give a better idea as to what is happening. 

Van Allen's data displaying the radial profile of the proton density show the 
tendency for the particle-energy density to be more or less comparable to the mag
netic-energy density and then drop olT rather suddenly on the inward side. I will 
hazard a speculation that this inner boundary of the low-energy protons (which are 
the source of the magnetic storm main phase) also constitutes the inner boundary of 
the Axford-Hines convection pattern al tJiat particular rime. If this suggest ion is 
correct, it implies that a large part of the heating is due to the compression of particles 
being convected. 

f. ASYMMETRIC INFLATION 

It is an observed fact that the inflation of the geomagnetic field during a storm is 
asymmetric. The developmenL of a storm differs at various parts of the globe from the 
world-wide average. There is no reason, of course, that the storm should not be 
asymmetric. A brief and qualitative description of asymmetric inflation can be made 
from Figure I 0. 

Suppose that instead of having gas spread uniformly around the earth there is a 
blob of plasma in the equatorial plane. It is perfectly clear that the pressure of this 
plasma can be put into Equation (54) to obtain a AB. This is correct as far as it goes. 
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but there are additional effects that must be included ari:.ing from the fact that under 
quasi-steady conditions the current has zero divergence. As sho"n in hgurc 10. the 
plac;ma hlob in the equatorial plane has a currem. or curl. Oowing across the magnetic
lield ltnec;. l he current does not vanish at the end of the plasma blob and by its 
consel'\iation must go somewhere. The magnetic field is fi lled by a' cl) tenuous plasma. 
which \\ould not be able to :.ustain the force should the cu rrent continue across the 
ltne~ of force . 1 he only place the current. or curl. can ftO\\ is along the lines of force. 
T he equato rial current therefore plits and, assuming symmctr} . a current / '2 runs 
along the lines of force. as in Figure 10. Without the ionosphere, the current along the 
lines of force " ould Oow into the origin which masks a lot of stresses which do not 
appear m the equations above. 

f/2 

I/2 

M 

112 

112 

Ft& 10. Schematic current di.;tnbution for a plasma blob in the equatorial plane of a d iJlOle field 
Th<: pl<i,m,1 hloh carril"> a current I at a d istance R in the equatonal plane. Thi~ curn:n1 ,p1i1, .,~m

mctrn.:ally al the cmh of 1hc blob and nows along the dipole field lines in10 the origin. 

With this ac;> mmetric current distribution flO\\ing into the ong111. the mn<llton of 
the field 1~ again given by Equation (63). The r6ulta n1 fi eld 1 ac,ym metric ahout the 
origin. but the energy of the blob is related to che change tJB a l the origin by the amc 
rcla11on (63). rhe iono~phere changes this result. Ver> briefly. the effect of the 
ionosphere and the non-conducting atmosphere is lo prevent the currents coming 
down the field from continuing toward the origin. Instead , the current coming down 
the field lino is diverted through the ionosphere across the field and back out into the 
magnetosphere to complete the circuit ; this is shown in Figure 11. The current cross
over in the ionosphere excrti, stresses, but the ionosphere is dense enough to support 
t hese stressc'>. The easiest way lo calculate the tota l field nt the origin for this curren L 

configuration is to use the Biot-Savart law (55) directly instead of (54). Ignoring the 
elTccts tlf 1 he solid earth, one finds a radically new resul t (PAl\Kf. l\, 1966): 

AB £ 
B 

(67) 

and here the fiel<.I .it origin 1s increased. whereas before it a lway" dccrca~ed. In ob
taining this result. one finds (a) that the currents along the field linec; have canceling 
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effects at the origin and (b) that the field due lo the curren ts crossing over in the 
ionosphere exactly cancel the cu rrent I borne by the asymmetric blob in the eq uator. 
All that is left then 1s the d1amagnet1c effect of the particles in the plasma blob. and 
this gives the result (67). 

112 

I/2 

R 

I/2 

I/2 
Fig, 11 . Plasmu-blob cum:nl conflgurution wi1 h ionospheric cros~·OYCr. 

Actually the current does not go d irectly across an ionospheric segment. as shown 
in Figure 11. The ionospheric current spreads out and ftows all the way around the 
world in an appropriate pattern . There is now a tremendous degree of ftex ibiltty 
depending upon the details of ionospheric conditions; but one point is clear. The 
asymmetric pan of a storm de~ys extremely rapidly because it has to drive currents 
through the ionosphere which ha!> a high resistivity. Whereas the symmetric part of 
the storm decay 111 about 1 0~ sec, the asymmetric part d ies away in about I or 2 hour!>. 
lt should die 3\"UY rapidly and is ob ened 10 do so. When the quiet time of the storm 
is reached. the ring current t'> >.cry symmetrical and remnancs of it ma> be seen in some 
storms after a ''eel.. or two. 

4. trueture of the Magoetopause 

The next copic will bc to d iscuss the cqutli brium. or lack of it. at the magnctopausc. 
This is an interesting problem that so far is unsolved and poses somewhat of a 
dilemma. 

A. STATIONARY STATP MAONl' l'Ol'AUSF. 

Upon encountering the gcomagn\!I ic lield, the solar wind plasma passes the bow shock, 
and is detlectcd and disordered to some extent , and then streams past the magneto
pause in a manner depictcd in Figure 12. At the magnetopause there is a balance 
between the total interna l and cxlcrnal rressure : 

Bf (82 

) 

8n + "' = 8n + p ... · 
(68) 

Here 1he subscript 11• refers to the wind variables outside the magnetopause, and on the 
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Left the gas prcsi.urc p, ii. !>mall compared to the geomagnetic field pressure. Equation 
(68) has been used to compute rhe magnetopause and the shock positions fairly 
successfully \\llh rcgarc.I 10 the gross geometry. The main concern here will be to 
discuss the <lcwilcd '>lructure of the magnetopause. i.e., the 100 200 km tra nsition 
region bet ween the gcomngnet1c field and the plasma in the \\ind. This should be 
recogni1cd 10 he a general problem in plasma physics. The magnctopau c i pcrhap~ 

the mm.t '>triking 1llu:.iration of the balance between plasma and licld al an inter
face. but nonetheless 11 1s a general problem that occurs in laborator) pl:i<.mas as well 
a' m ast roph)'sical circumstances, ns with the geomagnetic field. 

-SOLAR PLASMA 
rLOW 

MAGNETOPAUSE 

Fig 12 S..hcmalic rcpre:.enlation of the magnetosphere. The incident ~olar pla~ma Ou\\- c:.tabh~hc' 
the shod. surface .ind 1he magneturau..e. A fe>A- field lines are drawn ''nh1n the m:igne topau..e 
mdudmi,t the one conn~~t~ to the neutral points labeled Q in diagram. The point Pon lhc earth i' 

laticlcd bccau~ of :i question, as described in the Append•" 

In the Ouid approx11nation. there is oo real interface. and the -.ituati(m i'> quilt: 
~implc. With no particles to worry about, if you start out wi1h a perfectly !tharp 
boundary hctwccn field and gas - taken to be an infinitely conducting fluid then the 
boundary would remnin perfectly sharp for all subsequent time!.. If I he fluid possesses 
some resis tivity or diffu~ivi ty then the gas will slowly penetrate into the field. In 
c.g.s. uni ts 1he diffusion coefficient '1 is related to the conductivity rr by 

('2 

11= 
4mr 

and the rate at which the gas diffuses into the field may easily bt: expres!ted with the 
error function: 
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Here z is the vertical coordinate across the boundary as shown in Figure 13. and t 

denotes the time that the lluid sliding along the boundary has been in contact with the 
field: , _ sd~. 

I ' 

INTERFACE 

---- FIELD 8 0 ----

Fig. 13. Simple rcprcscn lution of a plane interface belween a conducting nu1d amJ a 
111agne1ic field. 

The fluid approxi mation is normally used for the gross features of the problem but il 
avoids the detailed behavior of the particles in the plasma which will now he con
sidered. 

B. NORMALLY 1NCIDF"IT PARTICLES 

Consider first the confinement of a portion of the geomagnetic field out in the tall 
region. a dom;1io A of r1gurc 12. \\here the cun ature of the surface is not cl>senual. 
and suppose that the confinement is accomplished by the impact of particles normall} 
incident on the surface (cf. Figure 14). A ':> the particles swing around in the field. the> 
generate a current. The Lorentz force acting on this current must be balanced by tht: 
pressure gradient of the particle . Thu 

dp 
d-

; D dB 4r. 
and = - - j, 

d:: c 

where the second relntion is the M arnell equation. Combining these relation , 

INCI01:. NI 
PROTONS 

0 

tip 8 d B 
+ =0 

d= 4rr d: 

B 

Fig. 14. Confinement of 1hc magnetic field 8 b) panicles incident normal lo the intcrfucc. The 
bold portion of the traJCClOI) is to be vic~cd 'o lhat a proton \\Outd elCcx:ute a dlama!lllellc orbit 

\\-h1le in the field. 
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and this integrates directly to give the familiar relation 

Bi 
p + = constant . 

8n 

The particle motions determine the current density j which automatically satisfies 
Maxwell's equation with the resuH 1hat the equilibrium solution requires a conslanl 
total pressure. There would be no net motion in Ibis circumstance. 

The case of normal incidence of a plasma on a field has been solved in considerable 
detail - by Chapman and Ferraro, later by Ferraro, and more recently by Gross, Grad. 
and Rosenbluth, who worked out detailed models - and will only be discussed briefly 
for purposes of illustration. Referring to Figure 15, suppose that electrons and pro1on 
are normally inciclen1 on the magnetic field. The particle-field boundary is not sharp. 
It is assumed that complete equilibrium exists and that any electric field has been 
shorted out, as wlll be discussed in more detail below. The protons wi ll pencfrate 
deeply into lhe field and the electrons will ha rdly penetrate at all bel'orc bouncing 
back. If there are N atoms/cm3 in the incident beam of particles, each with mass M 
(the sum of tile electron plus proton mass) and speed II', then the impact pressure 
2N Mu· i must balance the magnetic-fie ld pressure at equilibri um: 

B2 
2NMw2 = 

8rr 

The variation of the magnetic field as a function of z, wl1ere z=O represents the ion 
turning poinl. is shown in Figure 16. The field falls olT slowly from its uniform value. 
tending asymptotically to zero with a tail expressible with elementary functions. There 
is one complication that occurs. When tbe particles confining the field are fi r l swit
ched on. the picture would not be as in Figure 16. The protons would like to penetrate 
a full gyroradius- about I 00 km - into the field at the magnetopause, but arc prevented 
from doing so by electrostatic forces. There is a suffic ient panicle number density that 

PROTON 
ELECTRON .u. 

OR 
ION 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 
0 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

+ + + + + + + + + + + + + + + 

Fig. 15. Schematic representatioc of tJ1c boundary region with electrons and protons normally 
inci<lcnl on a un iform magnetic licld. The plus signs dcoole magnetic-field lines po in ting upward oul 

of the page. 
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over distances of more than a few meters the electrons and ions cannot be separated. 
So when the electrons are stopped by the magnetic field, electrostatic forces prevent the 
ions from penetrating very much deeper than the electrons ; this was pointed out by 
Chapman and Ferraro about 35 years ago. 

I B Cz l 
I 

_______ _._ ________ ,,,... z 

0 
Fig. 16. Field variation in. lhc normal di rect ion al lhc boundary depicted in Figur~ 15. 

Ln the magnetic field or the earth, however. the lines of force near the magneto
pause all connect down to the ionosphere which acts as a short circuit. Whereas a 
potential difference between lines of rorce far oul in the magnetosphere will not cause a 
current lo fl ow across the lines of force. electrical current will be produced in the 
ionosphere. As the electrons incident at the magnetopause are t urned back and prevent 
the protons from penetrating much further, lhe electric fie ld between lines of force 
near the su rface will rapidly propagate down to the ionosphere. There a current fl ows 
which probably sends electrons up along 1he lines of force to neutralize the io11 space 
charge. After a brief period the ion trajectory relaxes into a final equilibrium confi
guration in which there is no potential difference across the lines of force. r n 1hc 
terminology of plasma physics one would say there are conducting end plates and 1hc 
lines of force are all shoried together. A round number for tbe leng1h of time for thic; 
shorting out process to occur is one minute. TI1e shorting goes part of the way very 
rapidly - in the first second - and then it depends upon whether the ilmbient plasma 
density is more or less than the incident beam density. Hence it may take abou1 a 
minute for complete relaxation to occur, although some of the neutralization takes 
place in the fi rsl second. The subsequent remarks here relate to the final equi librium 
stale where there are no longer any electric rlckls. 

C. OBLIQUELY INCIDENT PARTICLES 

The material in the above section relates to the kinds of discussions that have been 
going on the last 30 years or so. Next I would like to point oul a difficulty in this rather 
simple picture ( PARKER, 1967: L EKCHl:, 1967). So far the treatmcnc has been conlincd 
to normal focidence of lhe particles : this is a mathematically ideal case and docs not 
represent the actual circumsla nces in pace. 

There is plasma bol'h inside and outside of the magnetopau e. It is convenient to 
choose a frame of reference in which the plasma inside the magnetopause - or a piece 
of it - is at rest. The bulk velocity of the streaming plasma outside will then be several 
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hundred kilometers per second. and the value 400 km/sec will be taken as represen
tative. The thermal velocity of the gas outside is rather less than the wind velocity 
except at the tagnalion point of t11e flow at the subsolar point. Individual particle-s are 
incident upon the magnecopause at an angle as shown in Figure 17. Due to the normal 
component of thei r veloci ty, lhe particles wiU t urn back out of the fie ld as before (cf. 
Figure 14). The additional componenc of the particle motion in the tangential direction 
wi ll constitute a current. This is an ion current. The incident electrons hardly pene
trate the surface at all a nd will be dealt with below. 

400 km/sec PLASMA 

Fig. l 7. Obliquely incident ion at the magnetopause. The component o r the ion vcloc1ly paralld 
10 tht: internal field Ho produc.-cs the current j !I. The coordina1e axc>s are chosen as indica ted : 1he 
:-axis is normal to the interract: and 2 = 0 is defined by the ion turning roint ; they-a.xis Is in 1he 

thrccuon or 1hc field Bo that is to be confined and is essentially par~llel to the incident sola r 
plasma-Bow direction. 

The ion current in lbc direction of the magnetic field creates a problem that is 
easiest to explain by adopting the a rtifice that the solar wind is switched on suddenly at 
some initia l time. This makes the exposition time-dependent. bm some aspects of the 
steady-state situation wtll be discussed later, as far as possible. When the wind is 
first switched 011, the ions do not penetrate any farther than the electrons for the first 
second or so. It is some time later tha t ions are able to deeply penetrate the licld a nd 
generate the current jv shown in Figure 17. As this ion current is switched on. ii will 
induce an eq ual and opposite current in the background plasma. This latter cnrrcnt 
must flow down through the ionosphere, and a rough estimate, as will he shown 
shortly, suggests that this induced current dies out in a minute or two. After that, the 
raw solar wind ion currcnt.1~. remains, passing through the lower part of the 100 km 
magneto pa use. 

This current/,. is not the current that terminates the magnetic field of the earth: the 
termination is eJfocted by currents across the field lines as in Figure 14. The current),. 
generates a new fi eld not considered before. In attempt ing an analysis in which pres
sures are balanced at the magnetopause, one finds there is no way to balance the fie ld 
generated by the current J, of the penetrating ions. The currents j,. genera te a field 
across the initial field direction and there is no pa rticle pressure left with which to 

compress this additional component. Perhaps the electrons could be heated to 
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compress this component, but the degree of heating is criricaJ and the problem is nol 
entirely solved. With no way of balancing thfa extra fi eld component. Lhere would be 
no equjlibrium solution for the bounda ry. 

It should be kepL in mind tha t sa)•ing Lhcrc is no equi librium is nor the same as saying 
there is an instability. If there is no static equilibrium then I do not knO\\ how to pro
ceed. since all of our techniques for handling such problems involve pcrturhing 
equilibria. ln the end I will suggest that the magnetopause is a bit unsteady in time. 
The argument will be: since I can fi nd no teady solutions and since there are solutions. 
as determined by observation, the olutions must be unsteady in time. I am at a roral 
loss to describe the unsteady solu lions in detail. 

(n order to demonstrate the equili brium dilemma mathematically. Lhe simple~ t 

possible case of a monocncrgctic or cold wind will be treated (PARKER. 1967). The 
analysis has been done in more complexity (LERCl-IE, 1967), but the fo llowing wil l 
suffice. The particles inlerpcnelrate as in the original model of Chapman and Ferraro. 
The incident partidcs cat:h have the velocity w and the coordinate system is chosen so 
that wY is essentially the wind velocity, and 111_. a nd w= represent the therma l velocities 
in the wind in so far as the analogy applies in this simple case. The magnetic-field 
component taken to represent the geomagnetic field is B>' (z) so that a ll variation is in 
the z-coordinate; this is the field that is to be confined by the beam of ions. /\s already 
suggested. whether we like it or not, a field component B...(z) will also be generated. 
A parlicle incident on this magnetic field will penetrate the field, being deflected in a 
forward loop, and then emerge back into the wind. An observer sitting out in the wind 
will see the part icle hiL the field and bounce, undergoing the usua l specular reflection. 
The equat ions describing the particle trajectories are 

.. q 'B ( ) 1·; - CJ .:.B (z) .\· = - : ,. : ' - 4 :c 
Mc - Mc 

: = _!!_ [.rB, (:) - .i'B..(:)]. 
Mc 

These equations may easily be integrated iu terms of new functions F and G introd uced 
to represent the magnetic field in the form 

dF qB, (z) 
- =- -- dG qB"'(:) 

- = - - -- (69) 
dz Me w d z ;\1 cw 

With these definitions the field strength is expressed in uni ts of the particle radius of 
gyration io the fi eld. The cqualions of mo tion arc now 

dG dG 
.'if = w - i=w -

dz dt 

dF dF 
ji=-W i= -w 
' d: di 

:: = ii·(j· df _ .x dG) . 
d: dz 

(70) 
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where (dF/d/) and (t.IG/df) arc: the lime derivatives of F and G observed by a person 
moving with the particle. The first two equations in chis last set integrate directly: 

x= wG i = - wF, (71) 

where the constants of integration have been absorbed into F and G. With these 
solutions and multiplying (70) by .:, 

t: = - w
2 

( F ~~ + G ~~) 
and this integrates directly to give 

: z = wz (1 - Fi - G2). (72) 

The particle is moving in a constant magnetic field so its speed remains constant. and 
the constant of integration is specified in(72) by the requirement that when F=G=O 
then ± = 11•. 

With the particle equations of motion solved, the remaining half of the problem is 
to satisfy Maxwel l's equations. The current density .i satisfies the relations 

dB, 
4nj.., = - c d ::. 

and is related to the particle motion by 

dB, 
4rr1· = c - · · ,. dz 

J., = 2N (z) q.\- j_,. = 2N (:) <J.I·. 

(73) 

(74) 

Here N(:) is !he particle number density at a given level, and in o rder to conserve 
particle:. 

(75) 

where N0 is the initial beam density and w= the initial velocity along z. The factor of 2 
in (74) account for the facl that there are inward and outward going particles in 
equal amounts. Combining the requirements of (74) and (75) with the solutions (71) 

and (72) for the particle morion, the Maxwell relacions in (73) become 

dlG 8rrN0 t/w: G 

dz 2 = tvl c1w (1 - F 2 - G2)+ 
( 76) 

d2F 8rrN0q 2w, F 
d-;2 = Mc2 w (1 - F2~--c~2~yr· ( 77) 

The coelliclents in these last two equations contain the plasma frequency of Lhc 
incident beam. 

Tn order to solve these differential equations the boundary conditions must be 
specified. This is done in terms of a pressure balance: 

B~ 2 82 (Ir) 
- = 2N0 Mw. +-
8rr · 8rr 

(78) 

T he pressure on the left is exerted by the geomagnetic field being compressed, and this 
is balanced by the pre sure of the particles incident normally on the surface plus the 
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external field pressure. T he la tter is represented in terms of the field B(h) where h is 
some arbitrarily large height above the boundary. h would be nice to be able to set 
B(h):=O, so that there is no field at infinity, but it turns out that this is not possible. 
Introducing the particle cyclotron frequencies in Lhe fields 80 and B(/i), 

q8o ( ) qB(/1) (79) 
Qo = f\lfr Q h = Mc 

EquaLions (76) and (77) may be written in tbc form 

d2G Q~ - !22 (/i) G 

d-_ 2 ... (L _ F2 _ G2)t 
.t. ll'IV: 

( 0) 

a2 F a5 - a2 (h) F 

dz2 - 2 (.J _ p·i _ G2)+· 
IVll': 

(81) 

These equations are non-linear but possess a certain symmetry that enhances the 
possibi li ty of direct integration. For (80) and (81) can be written in the form 

d2G av d2 F av 
i)F' 

where 
V= C(I - P2 

- G2Y: 
Q2 - Ql(/r) 

C= - " - . 
2 IV11': 

(82) 

(83) 

(84) 

In this form, the problem is analogous to one in particle mechanics where: repn.:scnt~ 
Lhe time. F and G represent the coordinates. and V represents the potentia l. T he 
potential V has a relatively si mple form, heing dome-shaped as jndicated in Figure 18. 
The surface defined by Vis an oblate o r prolate spheroid. depending on the value of 
the constant C. This analogy i wort h developing in order thac lhe solutions to (82) 

can be understood \ ithout doing much mathemacics. 
The functions F and Gare lhe coordinates of the fictitious particle moving in the 

potential V, and the 'velocity' components (dG/dz) and (dF/dz) reprelienl the field 
streog1h as a function or z in accordance with the definition (69). Let z=O be defined 
by the turning-point in the boundary layer field of the incident beam of particles. Then 
at'initial time·, i=O, and fro m (72) this requires the fictitious particle to be localed on 
the uni t circle in the FG-plane where V= O. Approaching z=O from negative values, 
the field is 80 in the JH.l ire<.:tion; B .. is zero s.i nce the particles penetrate only down to 
z= O. Hence, from (69), dF/dz = O and dC/dz # 0 at z =O, so that at z=O the trajec1ory 
of the fictitious particle is parallel to the G-axis. as shown in Figure 19. The particle 
trajectory ends in the incident or reflected beam of particles. Suppose thal the incidcnl 
particles form a stream with velocity U tangent to t he boundary plus a non-vanishing 
component w: perpendicular to the bou ndary, so that for the total beam velocity 
tt'1 = w_! + U1 + w;. Then al the end point. labeled by the subscript e, 

'i" = wG~ j• = U = - wF,,. 
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where U is lhe stream velocity. l f the latter is large, then F.~ - .I and Ge::::oO. xis 
unchanged by the specular reflection and the case x= 0 where F = - I and G = O i's , e e ' 
shown in Figure 19. In any case, the game to play to determine the trajectory of the 
fictitious particle is to find the curve that starts on the unit circle and connects to the 
desired end point. 

The case of normal beam incidence is the simplest to describe since the trajec
tory goes vertically from the unit circle to the origin as shown in Figure l9. (This 
solution can be carried out, in terms of elementary functions and is the familiar one 
that can be found in t he literature.) The fictitious particle moves exactly on t11e G-axis, 
coasting rapidly at first and slowing down to come to rest right at the origin. For any 
other end point, the trajectory is more complicated, and, because the fictitious 

v 

c 

UNIT CIRCLE 

F 
Fig. l tl. The spheroid defined by the fictitious potential V. The intersection with the FG-planc, in 

which the ticcitious particle moves, is a unit circle. 

G 

Q F 

Fig. 19. Sample trajectories for the fictitious particle moving in the FG-plane. The particle starts at 
point P and moves toward point Q. For normal incidence the particle moves vertically 

down the G-axis. 
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particle is sliding off the dome-shaped potential, the end-point velocity is not zero (as 
at point Q in Figure 19). Since the vel.ocity of the fictitious particle represents the 
magnetic :field, the end-point magnetic field B(h) is not zero. This is the dilemma: we 
set out to terminate a magnetic fie.Id with a plasma and find that generally there are no 
equilibrium solutions with vanishing fields at infinity. If the plasma is incident normal 
to the field, confinement is possible, but not when the plasma is also sliding a long the 
field. 

D. DlffJCULTIES IN PRODUCING CONFINEMENT 

The next question to consider is what can be done to avoid this non-equilibrium result. 
T he d ifficulty arises because the ions swoop deeply into the field producing the current 
}y which generates the field Bx. The latter represents the end-point velocity, as at point 
Qin Figure 19. When the particles enter the field B0, they are deflected downward and 
back out into the wind and exert a net ou/ll'ard forc.e on B.., The tendency is to push 
Bx out into the wind and not to confine it. One possibjJity to produce an equ il ibrium is 
to have enough hot electrons exerting a suflicient pressure to balance the tendency for 
the field B,, to move outward. T he electron pressure req Llired for this can be deter
mined by calculating the :field B(h) in the above model. 

F rom (82), the energy equation for the fictitious particle motion is sim ply 

(85) 

where E=C is the conserved energy. From (69) and (72), asymptotic or end point 
values are given by 

(df)2 

dz 

w 
== I. - F 2 

- G2 

IV 

since BAz)- B(h) and B,.(z)~ 0. Inserting these values into (85) and using (84), the field 
pressure at z=h is simply 

(86) 

The (i.eld B(h) is in the x-dircction and so is rotated 90° from the field B0 . When the 
incident beam is normal to B0 , then w,= wand the field vanishes at the top: B(h) =0. 
But when the d irection of incidence becomes more and more oblique, t he fraction 
(11·=/ w) decreases toward zero and can be neglected at small angles. Jn this limit the 
field has not diminished at all and our best efforts have merely rotated the field by 90° 
without diminishing its magnitude. 

At th is point I would like to introduce electrons lo push down on the fteld to 
produce the confinement, and physically it seems to me that this should work . 
Unfortunately f mentioned this analysis to Lerche one day and he set out to solve the 
problem using a distribution funct ion in place of lhe monoenergetic beam used here. 
The mathematics is much more complicated, but he has worked it out for a general 
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distribulion of both ions and electrons. He has proven that for any analytica lly well
behaved distribut ion function, with an arbitrary ratio of the ion to electron tempe
rature. there i no equilibrium (static) solution. So although I would expect that the 
electrons should help out. somet hing is wrong with the idea. l thrnk the electrons do 
bring things a liule closer to equilibrium. but still there is no rigorous equilibrium. 

To ask what this all means turns out to be a hard question. The analysis shows that 
there is no :.implc equi librium in the way we had always imagined. On a small scale 
there seems not to he a n equilibrium. Let me hazard a guess - call it a prediction if you 
like - as to what happens at the magnetopause. Once electrostatic neut rality is 
achieved, so t hat the ions penetrate more deeply than the electrons, and a fter waiting 
one more mi nute while the induced electron currents d ie away, then you fi nd that a 
field is genera ted which cannot be confined. That field springs upward into the wind, 
probably in a non-unifo rm way. and my guess is that it is simply convected away in 
the wi nd. Of course this would expose the next layer of field underneath. ~rnd the 
whole process repeats ltself in some characterist ic way every couple of minutes. In the 
actual case, il is proba bly not a nice periodic peeling of layers 100 km thick off the 
magnetosphere; il is probably a more continuous µ rocess. I Lhink lhe net effect will be 
to enhance the mix.ing of plasma and fieJd a t the magnetopausc boundary. I arn not 

predict ing tha t you will see a si mple 90° rotation in magneLic tield across the magnelo
pausc as obrnined in the above perfectly static model. The syslem had to be held down 
in an arfilical way to gel that result. l think that in the actual ca e the li nes of force 
spring away from the magnetopause, probably being rotated some in being carried 
a' ay by the wind. l do not know how to calculate meaningfully how rapidly the pro
cess occuri.. but taking a characterist ic time of a couple of minutes you can peel off 
enough lines of force in a few hours, or a day at least, to account for the total fl ux in 
the geomagnetic tail. But this is based upon an extremely rough calculation and l do 
not know whether it should be taken seriously. The one conclusion l can make is that 
the magnetopause structure is more complkated t hen we had imagined. There a rc no 
static solutions - it is a time-dependent thing - and the problem certainly desl!rves a 
lot more scrutiny. 

The a bove ca lculat ions are on a small scale - 102 km - and the fi ndings in no way 
inva lidate the calculations tha t have been. done on the magnetopause shape. Bea rd. 
Davis. :rnd Slutz wen.: interested in the large-scale effect- 105 km - and the little local 
tempest in the 102 km boundary thickness in no way upsets the overall momentum 
balance that the large-scale calculc1t ions are based upon. The small-sca le effects have 
only to du with the rate a1 which the fi eld mixes into the plasma. As you know, this is 
a lready a sticky question involving rates of merging of oppositely directed 11.elds, etc. 

Appendi x 
A. PRrTACI G COMMc:NT 

£dilor'~ Note: Prorcssor Parker, notic:ing that a ll the tutorial lecturers were in attendnncc, initia ted 
his first lecture with the comment: "Most of lhe tutorial lecturers arc curious to find out what the 
others arc tulkingabou1 so we won'1 duplica te each other. l suspecl that m a few days there \\On't be 
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so many speakers present. We all have had 1hc benefit of a long quiet airplane ride LO prepare our fir~t 
lecture. and once we have shot lhal off then we \Will have 10 sit down and go to work. I j usr didn't 
want there to be any disappointment 1f i.omc of }OU notice that \\e weren't showing up. Jt isn'1 that 
we're nm friends or not enemies anymore, it's just that we have otber things that we have to do." 

B. ON THE IRROTATIO::VAL NATUltl: OF THE GEOMAGNETIC FIELD 

Caro1•il/a110: In your discussion of Equation (35), you would regard the currents, say, 
due to gradient drift as a secondary effect in violating curl B =O. 

Parker: No. Let's talk about the steady situation since this is the basic question. If 
you put in particles, you make: a pressure which distorts the field. And incidentally 
there are currents flowing beca use Maxwell u1sists that whatever we do we must 
satisfy curl B = (4nf c) j . lf you ask why do the currents flow, you find that when you 
introduce the d istortion you introduce an e.m.r. which ind uces them and causes them 
to flow. That's probably the simplest way to say it. 

Carovilla110: But this act ual w t1:1 I B w01.1ld no t be derivable fro m a potential. 
Parker: N ot from a scalar potential, not once you have disto rted the fie ld. On ly 

when you keep all particles out of jt can you describe it by a scalar potential. T hat's 
right . 

C. ON THE ROTATION OF 1 llE TAI L MAvNETIC FJELD 

Kahalas: Is the magnetic ticld in t he tail rotati ng with the earth ? 
Parker: T he tai l always points in the anti-sola r di rection, but as far as one knows 

the lines of force remain connected to the earth. So as the earth revo lves, the fields in 
the tail revolve. I don·t know how one wou ld detect the rotation exacLly because there 
is only a rather weak electric field and some plasma motions of rather low velocity. bul 
I'm fairly sure it rotates. 

D. DISCUSSIO:S 01\ f'IELD·LIM: CONVl:.CTION 

Baggerly: Whal is the geographic :.cale of the phenomena [for the model portrayed in 
Figures 5 a nd 6]? 

Parker: They would extend over the pola r regions to some 45" either side of the 
pole. This isn·t a precise figure bu t it is rough ly Lhc scaJe of these th ings. The scale is 
very large aud that is why such large potential differences occur. The potentia l is only 
about J0-4 V/cm but extentlcu over 10000 km and this p rovides a large potent ial 
difference. 

Question: I don' t clearly understa nd what you mean by convection, and secondly 
what is special about x =O in Figure 6? 

Parker: You mea n why is x=O the center of the field pattern ? The center of the 
field pattern is determined by wherever the edges are, a nd x=O is j ust midway 
between. This defines t he middle of the pattern. 

Question: In other words. the plates [at z=O, h] are not infinite in extent? 
Parker: No. I was just too lazy to put in the boundaries; it messes up the algebra. 
Question: And by convection you mean the horizontal motion of the top plate? 
Parker: Yes. T he top plate represents the ionosphere which is at the fee t of the 
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lines of force. The ionosphere and everyrhing above, a long these lines of force. turn 
around in the same way. 

Dess/a: By convection you don·t mean driven by E, like ord inary convection; you 
mean a circulation pattern. 

ParkC'r: I mean a circulation pattern, yes. A circula1ion driven by forces as yer 
unidentified. 

Dess/er: May be identified. 

Parker: Well, since the two antagonises are sitting right here in from of me. 
refuse to gel involved. H ow many of you have seen the movie. "A Man for All Seasons ? 
I'm Sir Thomas More at this poin1, a.nd l ain't going to sign any oaths, I tell you! 

Yes, there ~t re a lot of ideas as to what drives the convection, and one or more of them 
may be correct. 

Question: Whal actually is moving at l km/sec? 
Parker: The feet ol' the lines of force, during active periods. 

Q11astio11: Nol the electrons, or protons, or . .. ? 
Parker: Oh sure, a ll the materia l moves a long the lines or force . This ca n be illus

tra ted rrom F igure 3. Consider two fl ux tu bes arbitrarily chosen from the entire lleld 

nnd let these lwo flux tubes be cenlered about the lines of l'orce thaL pass through the 
points P1 a nu l'i in Figure 3. Now I will perform an operation. I will paint all o f the 

charged particles in the flux tube labeled by P1 red, and all in the tube labeled by Pz 
green. Electrons. protons, anything that has charge on iL and is tied to 1he magnetic 

field is colored. The convection that l am talking about is simply a continuous defor
mation, an interchange. of these two Hux tubes. The intervening field simply gets out of 

the way and lets them through in the interchange. When the interchange is completed, 

the green and red particles have changed places. What was green o riginally is now red. 
and what was red is green. Everything convects. T he material convects too. and that is 

the only way rhat f can i<lentify a line of force. Remember. if the material were not tied 
to the linei. of force. there would be no way of really talking in a meaningful way about 

a given line of force. We m ust identify the convection with the material on the lines o f 
force. The malcriul actually overt urns too. And rhis overturn wkes place in a day or 

less, particularly during active periods when the convection ra te is a much as I km 
per second. The veloci ty I km per second is for the motions in the ionosphere at the 

fee1 of the lines of force. These lines extend o utward into the magnetosphere~ and there 
the velocity is rather higher, reachi ng about 20 km/sec during active periods. 

Carovi/10110: Why don' t the colored particles interm ix? 

Parker: Because t hei r drift velocity is relat ive lo the lines of fo rce and for t hese low

energy particles the d ri ft is very slow compared to the convection velocities. If I were 

dealing with the high-energy particles among the t rapped particles. these go drifting 
through so quickly that t hey hardly partake of the convection motion. But if I'm 
dealing with thermal particles, which is what I have in mind, they drift slowly. The d rift 

is proportiona l to the square of the velocity a nd it is extremely s low. So co a first 

approximation each particle j ust s irs on its line of force and goes around in u small 
cyclotron circle and goe~ along wilh the ride wherever the line of force is h!!aded . 
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Question: What energies would you be tal king about? These a re thermal particles 

o f what energy, sir? Would the energy be a fraction or an electron vole'! 
Parker: Yes. 
Question: W ould th is apply then to temperatures in the £-region? 

Parker: It applies in order of magni tude roughly from the F-region and above. 
Q11estio11: But how far can one extend this outward in the polar regions? 

Parker: You can extend it ou1 up Lo the magnetopause at about I 0 Re - as Jong as 

you have particles around to identify the lines of force, and as I remember the 
estimate for the density way out there is a particle or a fraction or a particle per cubic 

centimeter. l think Profcs or Helliwell will have more derails on rhis kind of ching. 
Question: Will you compare the number density of high-energy trapped particles 

with thermal t rapped particles? 
Parker: The number density of the high-energy trapped particles is extremely low 

compared to the densities of the thermal particles. It depends on how far down the 
spectrum you want to go, but 10- s or io - s per cubic centim eter [is a reprcsent ive 

density fo r high-energy particles] . 

Van Allen: Well, if you go down to a kilovolt, Gene, then you get comparable 
number densities beyonu an L val ue of about 3 or 4. namely, of the order unity. 

Parker: Well, ar L = 3 or 4 tho thermal background is 100 or more. I was going 

clear out to the magnctopausc. and there of course both densities are down some. At a 
distance of about 4 Rro the thermal plasma has a density of a couple hundred particles 

per cubic centimeter and Van and Lou Frank say we get about l particle per cubic 
centimeter a t a kilovolt. Is that fai r. Van ? And farther out Tlrnow the thermal density 

drops off and I am sure the high-energy particle density drops off too. 

E. ON HIE PROD CTIO ' 0 1' AURORAL PART ICLES BY CONVECIIO~ 

Carovillano: Would the change in energy in the acceleration of auroral particles be an 
electromagnetic effect. i.e., due to electromagnetic fields? 

Parker: Well. yes and no. Ifs simply adiabat ic compression of a particle, jusl as 
when you put a gac; in a cylinder and squash it down. Ifs adiabatic com pression. If 

you actually follow the detailed motions of the particles, then yes, elec1ric fields arc 
involved. Tn fact some people would ca ll this the betatron effec1. But one doesn't have 

to ask that kind of a question as long as he slays with thermodynamics. M a inly you 
compress the particles enormously. and you heat them up by a factor of 1000 or more. 

Carovi//ano: Norma lly, the magnelic moment is conserved. 
Parker: It is just adiabatic compression, yes. You see this is two-dimensional 

compression. Effectively, )' = 2 rror magnetic moment conservation] where 

')'= I + 2/f 

and f denotes t he number or degrees of freedom . T he temperature Tis related to the 
density N by 

and all [the convection argument says] is that the temperature is proporcional 10 the 
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density of Lhe material which is frozen into the field. Both lhe firsl and the second 
invarianLs are nothing more than statements of adiabatic compression . The longitu
dinal invariant says that lhe velocity along the field times rhe length between the 
bounce points is a constanl. And you·ll find thars j ust adiabatic compression in one 
dimension, with y= 3. To my own taste at least.. in treating the acceleration of parti
cles r l11iu.k it is much more profitable to think in terms of simple adiabatic compres
sion than 10 get all Langled up in the details of what fields are direct ly involved. Always 
do thermodynamic!:. if you can, and if you can't, then you have to go into details. But 
the present case is ufficiently simple. That's why rve sort of dropped betatron 
acceleration from my vocabulary. l don't know what the word means anymore. 

Question: Is this a night-time p henomenon which you a re describing here? Js lhat 
correct? Does thal eliminate the possibility of day-time aurora which has been 
specifically observed 'I 

Parker: No. Ir you look a t the detailed curves that Taylor and Hones grind out 
- r m trying to remember now - you get more precipitation on the night side than on 
the day side. It just happens to be the way the longitudinal and transverse invariants 
bring thc particles down to the surface of the ea rth. I don't remember Lhe detail well 
enough to te ll you what it im plies for daytime aurora, but as r remember, it brings 
most of the particles on the night side, which is where you want them. 

Quesrion: Would this predict at what time of the night [auroras occur] - evening, 
midnight, or morning? 

.Parker: lt does, but again I couldn't recite in great detail. I would emphasize though 
that whatever it predicts, whether or not it agrees in detail wilh this or that obser
vation. the calculations defini tely do not give the individual auroral forms. There is 
more lo it. [Convection provides] a general supply of particles and there's something 
else that shapes the curtains and 1he rays and all the rest of it. So I look upon this as a 
kind of a gross overall fea ture ~ith a lot left to be done if one wants to understand the 
d<!tailed auroral forms. 

Que.wio11: If the particles are convected in, would they not be convected out again? 
Parker: If they don·r. hit t he earth, they are convected back out. If they hit the 

earth, they are stopped and do not get convected back out. 
Quesrio11: So if you regnrd the low-energy t rapped particles, then they wouldn ' l be 

trapped since they would convect back out. 
Parker: No. This convective pattern is not so steady. A particle which comes in 

fro m one place will go out in another . Orbi tal patterns are highly irregular. It is j us l 

li ke the currenl in a river ; it kind of sloshes about a bit. A partide may go around a 
hundred times before it happens to fi nd its way out of the magnetosphere again. 

Quesrio11: You used conducting plates extending to infi ni ty in ymir d iscussion (cf. 
F igure 5). Whal happens when t here are tubes of ionization in the space between these 

plates'! 
Parker: The dense non-conducting atmosphere is between the two plates and tubes 

of ionization are not present here. Above the upper plate, above the ionosphere, there 
would be tubes of ionization and these would be convected around with the field. 
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Question: T ubes of ionintion arc produced between the plates by particle precipi
tation? 

Parker: So you mean what happens ir sorncLhing punches through the upper plate. 
Well. then you v.ould simply lower the ionosphere a little bit. Lower the plate. Re
member the plate is merely an idealization for the bottom of the ionosphere. If you 
poke a hole in it somewhere. then you simply lower che level of the plate a little bit. The 
poim is thal an aurora never comes down to the ground level. Ifs a lways 70-80 km up. 

Question: What are convection circulation times? 
Parker: During act ive limes, as I remember. ic goes around in about 6-10 hours. 

During quiet times it goes a round much more slowly. Roughly it is the characteristic 
time for auroral storms, and so fo rth, which build up. 

Question: Wlrnt is the ult imalC energy source of the convection? 
Parker: Thal is the next point to d iscuss. Something is needed to drive the con

vection. The convection seems LO be there. Now. what makes the convect ion go? 
There have been a number ol'suggestious but I don't think the question is at all settled. 
The suggestion that Axford and I lines made - but it was only a suggestion and the 
valid ity [of the convection theory] in no way depends upon it - is si mply that you have 
frict ion in the solar wind due lo the viscosity in the gas. This wou ld tend to p ush the 
outer boundary in the d irection of the Row which tends to push some of the inner 
material along with it. Then as you begin to pi le up too many lines of force, they 
squeeze the others out and force the return Row. l think this is probably the most 
plausible of all the suggestions. blll I don't know ir it is the right ooe. The poi nt is lhat 
convection is t here and one needs to look for a mechanism which will drive it. 

[ t has also been suggested thac the convect ion can be driven by particles trapped in 
the field. But to my way of thinking that 's the tail wagging the dog. l thfok the con
vecrion produces particles in the geomagnetic field, and not vice versa. Instabilities in 
the boundary, non-equilibrium. anyt hing that will let the wiad get a grip on the lines of 
force in the tail would contribute to driving the convection. This problem is not un
related to the formation of the geomagnetic tail which also requires a kind of grip to 
stretch it outward. There may be some connection between the two mechanisms. 
Dungey and some of the olhers may talk about this a little later. I think t hat one just 
doesn't know for sure exact ly where all the forces come from that drive the convection. 

F. THE DrRECTlON OP T H I:. r AIL 

Quesfion: You mention that t he orientation of the tai l is away from the sun . Is the 
direction of the tai l to be understood as radial, o r could it also be 45° or so from this? 

Parker: It is radial, in the direction of the wi nd, in other words. 
Question: It must be in the direction of the radial wind? 
Parker: Yes. I say it must be, not understanding wha t makes the tail. But if in some 

way I assume it is the pressure of the wind, this would certainly orient the tail around 
so it would be blowing down stream like a wind sock. 

Question: Bui what abour the magnetic field in the solar wind? 
Parker: That doesn't have much effect. lt just rides along and there·s no reason 
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wby lbe tail would Line up wilh the field. There are some effects due to variations in 
Mach number with field changes, but these are smaller lhan whar we are talking 
about here. 

(;, ()N THE INFLATION OP AN AMBIENT FIELD 

Carovillano: .dB is some part of B. How do you pick .d B out of B ? [See Equation (51 ), 
If.] 

Parker: LIB is lhe pan of' the field associated wi th the dislortion of the field. 
through curl B. 

CarOl'illano: So lhe total fie ld has a part with zero curl, which is an external field to 
the region, plus the intrinsic field to the region which is .d B. 

Parker: L would say that .d B is just a distortion of the intrinsic field; I don' tth.ink of 
it as having external sources. 

Caroviflano: But the distortion .d B takes place outside the sources of the intrinsic 
field. 

Parker: The tota l curl present in the .field is contained in .d B and lbe rest of the field 
curl free, so that the total field can be written as 

8 = - Vtf; _i. .dB 

and the gradient has zero curl. 
Carovillano: So you want to Ill fl ate the o riginal field outside the domain of its own 

so urces; otherwise you could not maintain the form of this equation. 
Parker: Yes, that's right. In application there is a dipole of zero size al the origin so 

there is no problem. You could include source forces if you wanted to, but I don' t use 
it Lha l way. 

CaroviTlano: His clear in using the original expression (5 1) for ..dB that if the field B 
were approximated to zero order where it is derivable from a scalar potential, then 
LI B =0 results. You seem to go from (51) lo (53) or (54) without changi ng anythi ng, 
but you do not get zero there in maki ng the same zero-order approximation. 

Parker: That's because I have fed in some information. namely. the relation (52) 
between the curl and the pressure gradient. With the curl removed, if I approximate 
the field a bit I won't get zero. 

Caroviflano: Bui there is an imbalance; with the same approximation the lefl side 
of (52) is zero and the right side is not. 

Parker: Let me not make any approxi mations so that (52) applies (wit.h or without 
the term involving the field aligned cu1Tents). I am now at liberty to approximate the 
field a bi t, and if it is not too badly distorted I can replace the field by the undistorted 
dipole. J am no longer taking the curl of the field. I agree that lhC curl of the undistor
ted dipole field is zero, by definition. Your intuicion is bothering you, but this time I' ll 
stand by the mathematics. [To 1/te audience:] You see. usually it's the other way around. 
He complains that my marhernaties is sloppy and l tell him the result is obviously 
right. 

e: -
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H. ON THE E'IERGY CONTENT IN AN 11'\FLATl'D HtLD 

CarOl'itlnno: Would it really be disturbing if, say, the value ".L = 2 were used in Equation 
(65)? 

Parker: That value would be hard 10 define; my definition depends upon the field 
not being distorted too much. 1 don'L qu ite know what you mean - in terms of the 
distorted or undistorted field? 

CarovillaM: ln terms of the field that you're going to work from in defining lhe 
particle energy. 

Parker: Thal would be the field before I put in the gas. Yes, I would be surprised. I 
have some asymptotic solutions for which. as 1 recall, the value or= 2 is loo large. But 
only the cube rool of '.X enters the discussion here so its actual value is not too critical. 

J. ON THE ASYM'METRIC INFLATION OF A DIPOLE HELD 

Dess/er: You a re refering to the result at the origin [cf. Equation (67) and Figure 10]. 
Parker: Yes. Jf I move away from the origin che field increases in some regions and 

decreases in others. and life gets extremely complicated . Cummings has worked with 
models, although he didn't include an ionospheric cross-over segment. That would be 
the next degree of complexity thac should be <lone. 

Dess/er: No, he included the cross-over in an analogous situation. 
Parker: I see. He was trying to convince me that the cross-over was not impor tant, 

and that's why I got the impression he had not put it in. 
Dess/er: He wiggled the current a round to see its effects. 
Parker: You can see what enormous world-wide variations you are going to gel. In 

the symmetrical case the field is nicely uniform across the earch. But as soon as you 
have cross-over segments right overhead, a big effect comes mainly from them . JL gets 
extremely complicated and somewhat less interesting, even though ii may sti ll be 

important. 
Carovillano: There would still be an average increase over the world. 
Parker: That's right. and that increase is correctly given by .dB at the origin. The 

Laplacian tlf the disturbance field is zero so the field at origin is an average of the field 
over any small sphere drawn about the origin. So it is still significant to compute the 
field at origin. But al though it gives t he world-wide average, the field actually varies an 
awful 101 over the world. The next step is to go into the complexities of the ionosphere. 
Here I sort of tell myself: Well, I've got lhc princi ples straight and l.' ll quiL while l'm 
ahead . 

K. ON TllE OBOMAGNE'flC CONFINEMENT BY OOLIQUELY LNC!DENT PARTLCLES 

Maguire: I know you covered this, bul would you say again why in this particu lar 
situation you won't get the same shorting-out of the electric field between the electrons 
and protons that you do in the normal incidence case? 

Parker: I do get the same shorting-out. ff l wait a few seconds the electric ftcld are 
communicated to the ionosphere and shorted out so that chere should be no electric 
fields in the picture as I have dravm it. 
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Dess/er: Why don't you draw chc whole magnetosphere to show where you are? 
Parker: If I take you literally and the magnetosphere is represented in Figure 12, 

then I'm right about at point P. But that isn't what you want. 
I have in mind a piece of the magnetosphere somewhere like region A of Figure 12, 

say b ack in the tail. The plasma is rushing by, and if I had a suitable microscope l 
would see the individual particles exerting a normal pressure which confines cbe 
geomagnetic field. The transverse current needed to term inate the field is provided by 
the Lorentz force that deflects the normal component of particle velocity. In addition, 
{ get something that I didn 't want - or didn't bargain for at any rate - namely, a 
current parallel to the lines of force. And currents in their own perverse way Lend to 
generate lines of force perpendicular to themselves, which puts a layer of rotated field 
- by 90° - at the magnetopause. 

Maguire: That's the point l don't understand. In order 10 get that currenc you have 
to have a charge separation between the protons and electrons. 

Parker: That's right. 
Maguire: And why doesn't the electric Jicld pull the two together like it does out jn 

the nose? 
Parker: Well. as I explained. there isn' t an electric field here because electrons are 

drawn up from the ionosphere lo neutralize the space charge of the ions. I pointed out 
that in the first minute you will. in fact. induce an equal and opposite current in the 
electrons. But that also J1as to go through the ionosphere and, as nearly as I can 
estimate, dies out in a fraction of a mi nute. Then l'm left with a net current jy and no 
electric fie ld. 

Questioner A: After you turn the solar wind on al a given time with an infinitely 
long region. in order to keep charge neutrality wouldn't you have to drive more and 
more electrons out so 1bat all the background electron would go along with the 
protons? 

Parker: I'm not sure what you mean. You say with an infinitely long medium; of 
course then it would take infinitely many electrons. Is that wl1at you are referring to? 

Questioner A: Yes, it woul<.I take more and more eleclrons. 
Parker: Well, lefs say that I have a region of some long li.nite length so chat a 

fini te number of electrons do a ll this neucralizing for me. 
Fra11ke111!tal: But you are asking for them co be stationary and not 10 have rhe 

same drift velocity that the ions would have. 
Parker: I would very much like to have them moving with the same velocity as the 

ions for it would get me out of my dilticulty. But the electron current would have to 
flow rhrough the ionosphere, and I think that witb in a minute it will stop flowing. You 
sec these electrons would like to move along with the ions. but now there is a resistive 
pan of the circuit through which they must flow and there is only an initial induct ive 
field to gel them moving. Thus the electron current wou ld jump and decay with 
wllalever characteristic time this resistor provides them. 

Questioner 8: ff you had a frnite length then the prot ons can't get out either. 
Parker: Why not? 
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Q11esrio11er B: It depends on some son of an end cut, shaven off in space, that 
creates a magnetic field. 

Parker: Well, l can put the ends far enough away. as long as it is llnitc distance. I 
don't think the end effects are essential here. The magnetopause is only 100 km thick 
and as long as the ends are a couple of hundred thousand kilometers away I don't 
thin k wc have to worry about them. We canjusc say chat cbey are neulralized suitably. 

Dess/er: With a cylinder you don't have end effects to worry about, i.e .• so long as 
you have cylindrical symmetry. 
. Parker: No, the length involved is out along the tail. 1 don't wanl to become 
involved in any argument as to how long the tail is, but it's long anyway - a million 

kilometers probably. 
Ness: The tail field that you are using for the di cussion of the relacionship of the 

plasma and the boundary is actually the final or net observed field. So the secondary 
field chat you are adding has to be subtracted from I he observed field in order to see 
what the primary field has lo be. 

Parkl'r: The fi.eld I am investigati ng is the geomagnetic field - the one that a person 
would observe with a magneLOmeter - and .... 

Ness: T he field is ctislorced and what is observed is the resull of all the currents 

present. 
Parker: WelJ. l don' t know whether anybody has observed this field yet or not. The 

point is I'm posing a problem which I will argue has some analogy to the magneto
sphere: namely, I nave a magnetic field which I believe to be confined by a plasma. At 
the moment, at least, let"s nol Lry to in terpret the results until I work them out. Then 
J'm saying that l cannot help but generate another field in the perpendicular direction. 
Now whether you observe that or not is another question. Let's divorce ourselves from 
tbe actual case in Nature and just consider. in a perfectly general way, the confinement 
of a magnetic field by a plasma. Perhaps that would be simpler. In lhc end I'm going 
to ask the observationalist what does he see as he makes that crossing, particu larly in 
the tail region. 

Ness: My point was that what one measures is. of course, the net sum of all. . .. 
Parker: Right. The magnetometer passing out through the magnetopause would 

sec the sum of chese fields. and presumably it would see the tail fie ld and then a rotated 
fi.eld upon coming out. 

Fra11ke111hal: lt would seem thar you would always have some electric field. and l 
don' t know whether that's reasonable or not. Just because you bring some electrons 
out of the ionosphere you will have an excess of protons there and ... 

Parker: Oh, I'm sorry. I also have some extra solar-wind ions because the ions have 
been slightly longer in the field. I've forgotten how this inventory goes. I have an 
excess of ions in the ionosphere because I've pulled up some extra electrons. The 
ionospheric electrons want to congregate just inside the region where the electrons in 
the wind are bouncing. The charge balance is preserved, there is no viola tion. 

Erankenrhal: There is no extra positive charge immediately in lhe vicinity of the 

boundary. 
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Parf..er. Right. Because if there were an extra positive charge 1t would be shoned 
ou1 by an 1ono!;pheric current. 

Q11e.~rin11er C: There must be a n extra positive charge left in the 1ono~phere. 

Pnrf.. er 'o. I h..ive no net charge out at the boundary and therefore l have no net 
charge at the ionosphere. 

Fra11k£'111ha/: Within whkh region are \\e m akingcharge b.tlancc? Are \\e doing it 
within the boundar; surface or ... 

Parf.. er. I have charge balance at the magnetopause and therefore I must ha"e 

charge balance in the ionosphere because I have 1akcn no ncl charge from 1hc iono
sphere. I have lukcn both electrons and ions from che iono phere. The ions \\an1 10 it 

jus1 inside 1he boundary where the electrons are hill ing. I stari \\llh elcc1rical neulra· 
Lily anc.I requirl.! lhal ii be main1ained at every point in space. I do not violalc conscr

vurion of charge. T here are extra ions from the ionosphere tha1 lend lo aprcur out at 

the mng11cto1n111se where the electrons from the solar wind hit. There nrc extra 
electrons in lhc solar wi nd because the ions from the wind remain inside 1he field a 
little longer, hu1 the whole thing adds up to no net chMgc. I'm simply sayi ng thut I'l l 
wai l 2 min, or whatever it takes. to let things calm down and become di i't ributcd the 
way t hl.!y wa nt to go. There is no sleight of hand here with regard to the electrostatic 
charges. T he slci(?ht of hand comes later when l try to interpret all thei;c things I'm 
gelling you 11110. 

L. 0~ lHE POSSIBJLI JY 01- Al'- EQl..ILJBRIUI 

Vas1·/iunar· What about the possibility of the plasma rno,·ing at right angles to 1he 

ongmal field? This :.hould also give an equilibrium solu1ion. [Cf. F igure 19 and the 
related discussion in the text.] 

Parker If you do 1t from 1he right side. yes. It is possible to armc al the end point 

with tero [fict11ious pariiclc) \elOCily. There is a set of equilibrium solu1iom. \\here you 
a re normal to 1hc field but not normal to the surface. Bui if condi1ion arc changed 

slighlly, I' m in trouble again because the end point velocily "ill not b~ 1cro. 
QueMitl11: Ho"' aboul equal momenta for electrons and proton~? [Cf. 1he d1. cus

s ion following Equation (86).) 

Parker: Thal is what lhis would require a nd it doesn t work. At least part of the 

nnswcr for why it doesn't work is that electrons with so much momentum would also 
dig a hole i 11 the field , generate currents, and create the same problems. 

Frc111ke11t/1al: This hus gotten you away from the problem that a ny electrostatic 
fields will develop in the first place due to the role o f the ion osphere. 

Parker: That's right. Dut 1hat means you may not have to wai t a couple of minutes 
as for this solu tion [Equation (89)). Still you are back In the su mc boa l solving 1hc 

same equalions. The electrons dig into the field and apparcnlly lhcy too generate 
twis ted fields. 

Fra11k(•111/wl: But lhc longitudinal motion of the elect ron<; and pro1011'i 1i. lhe sumc 

anc.I therefore there 1~ no currentj,. 

Par/.. er: No. for then the electrons are moving much faster. You sec, ;ou may not 
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have 1he eleclron in bulk movmg faster 1han 1be ions or you have net c urrenl!> in 

space. So I guc s tha1 "-Olut1on \\Ould be prohibited. Although l did n·t mention it in 
the beginning. I must nm ha"e a "md that ha!> a net current. where the elcc1rons are 

moving faster than the protons. The electrons can ha'e a higher rhemrnl 'elocit}' but 
not a higher bulk velocuy. Thal means I can ne\er match the velocities exactly and 

achieve 1his neu1rah1auon that ;ou are talking about. 
Vasyliunas: There's one difficulty in connection with this problem. When you 

shon out the field you bring up u srntionary plasma from the ionosphere to keep charge 

neutrality. This 1s a rather colc.I pl:1!>mct. 'ia) about I eV for the ionosphere. and a beam 

of prorons is to flow throu~h it :ll several hundred kilometers per second. T hen "ould 

this not produce n two-stream instabili1y'! 
Parker: It would, and it woulc.I warm up the plasma until the temperature is high 

enough that 1he two-!>trettm i11~tabi l i1y va nishes. 
Vasy li1111as: Isn't ii a lso pos ihlc that this would set up a flu ctua tion, say plasma 

oscillations of some kind, that wo uld have to be ta ken into accouul in all the prcssure

balance requ irements'! 
Parker: Th is is why I lrnve never 1u tem pted to actually work out what really 

happens. T lrnt is eorrecl, ye~. There are lots of other quest ions too. I've been glossing 

over them, but since you 11re worrying about that one, let me point out another 
Suppose you lake an ideal mngnetopouse where there is no boundary friction be(\\.Cen 

the plasma and the field, i11 01her words where there is equiljbrium and no instabili1y 
compl ications cxis1 c;o t ha1 there "ould be no friction. The lines of force tha1 CO\ er 

the surface of the magnctopause all map dov.n to the surface of the eanh 111 the 
vicini ty of the neutral hne<; of force (cf Figure 12). The magnetopause layer roughl~ 

100 km thick would map into a column of flux in the vicinity of the neutral line of 

force. and the radius of this column '"ould be about 80 km at the ionosphere. In d1~
cussing rhc electrostatic neutraliltH1on that has to take place. I suggested that "hen 

the ions first penetrate they may mduce an equal and opposire elec1ron current. Thal 
electron current i!, pulled up from the polar ionosphere in th is small 80 km patch of 

magnetic fl ux and the ionospheric current density required ro neutrali7c the ion 
current would be prohibitive. T he change in the field at rhe ionosphere would be 
aboul I gauss and of course t here would be all kinds of violent instabilities. etc .. in the 
region. One can simrly g11 o n und fin d endless catastrophes occurring in the system. 

This is why I am very hesitant to make any real predictions a bo ut the rate at which the 
lines of fo rce may he pushed into the wind and then convected away. T his may be a 

way o f carrying lines of force off the front of the magnetopausc but I'm very hesitant 
about giving any numbers. I j ust don' t know how fa s t it will go because of all these 

complications. 
Baggerly: ff you're going 10 turn the magnetic-fteld lines around at the magnc10-

pause and 1hen blow them off. there may be a considerable torque resulting. 
Parker: It turns out that the lorque balances our for reasons of symmetry. But r m 

not sure what .... 
Baggerly: T he upper one und lower one >Aould tend to tum the tai l. 
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Parker: No, the magnetopause is only a very thin layer about 100 km t hick so the 
torques are small compared to the total stresses. { haven' t been able t<> fi nd any 
interesting effects; maybe there are some, but l haven't been able to find any. 
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